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Chapter 4 - Abroad Again - Our 

War Gets Hotter 

We were given our papers and 

authority to board any public transport 

that would get us to Liverpool, where 

we would join our ship. We managed 

to get letters home to say that we were 

off, although we would send one or 

two more after we had boarded ship. 

We were heavily loaded as we had to 

take most of our equipment with us, 

one kit bag was to travel with the unit 

and we would not see that until we 

joined it again. 

Our first stop off was in Manchester. 

Now, my first impression of Leeds had 

been, that compared to London, it 

looked black and dirty. My first 

impression of Manchester was that it 

was worse than Leeds, but we had a 

little time to spare before the train to 

Liverpool would leave and so we went 

into a pub for a drink.  The pub was 

packed and most in it appeared to be 

half cut. I had heard about Glasgow on 

a Friday or Saturday night. Surely it 

could have nothing on this.  We 

managed to get our drink and then 

caught our train to Liverpool.  My first 

impression of that city was that it was 

worse than Manchester. We found the 

railway transport officer (RTO) and, as 

it was nearly midnight, he had us put 

up at a transit camp nearby for the 

night. 

After breakfast next day we went in an 

army vehicle to the docks and 

eventually found our ship, the Cunard 

liner Samaria. It had been refitted as a 

troop carrier and was still in dry dock 

being painted. We went on board and 

reported to the officer in charge.  He 

told us that we were the first medics to 

arrive. Four more and a medical officer 

were yet to come. This officer, a 

Captain, was the first I had met who 



treated mere privates as normal 

human beings. He was very helpful. 

He told us that he would get a steward 

to show us to our quarters and provide 

a meal, and then if we came to his 

cabin he would deal with any queries 

we may have and would show us 

around the ship. He said we would not 

be allowed to go ashore, but if we 

wished we could write letters and he 

would get them posted. 

The steward came along and his first 

word was “Shalom”. He was Jewish 

and was to become a good friend 

during the voyage. He informed us that 

several civilian stewards were on 

board to serve the senior officers. He 

told us that he would look after Monty 

and me and that the chief chef was 

also a Jew. We were to receive a 

cholah (platted bread) from the chef, 

every Friday evening. 

Our quarters turned out to be a 

beautiful outside cabin with all mod. 

cons. The first class deck had been 

reserved for officers, but we had the 

next best on the deck below, which 

was on the same level and near the 60 

bed hospital we were to operate. 

There was a port-hole, which we were 

allowed to open in daylight hours, 

providing there was no enemy action 

taking place, and this was to serve us 

well when in the tropics. I thought of 

those anti- Semites in the unit who 

thought they had done us a bad turn. 

We had our meal and rendezvoused 

with the officer, who took us on a tour 

and so we got to know the geography 

of the ship. We also saw where we 

were to work.  It was very impressive. 

60 beds in one big state room, with a 

couple of adjoining duty rooms and 

store rooms. There was also a room 

for the MO to conduct sick parades. 

Next day, Sunday, the other four 

medics and the MO came on board 

and so the team was complete. We 

worked out a duty roster of three eight 

hour shifts. The MO was also Jewish 

and a civilian called up for the 

duration.  Altogether, we all got on 

very well as a team and none of us 

minded being away from our units and 

having to work our passage; in fact we 

welcomed it. 

On the Monday, the last day of the 

year 1940, we left dry dock for another 

mooring and troops began to come on 

board. On New Year’s Day we held 

our first sick parade. Only a few turned 

up, but this was not to be the pattern 

for the rest of the voyage. We were to 

have long queues throughout and we 

medics took it in turns to do an extra 

duty with the MO. 

With all the troops on board, we sailed 

from Liverpool on the 3rd of January, 

but not very far, for we anchored off 

Holyhead and next day went across to 

the Bay of Belfast. We stayed for two 

more days, then weighed anchor and 

sailed north between Ireland and 

Scotland, joining a convoy as we went. 

We passed the outer Scottish Isles 

and it appeared to me, that there could 

be no bleaker place on earth. 

Naturally, I was down in the depths of 

depression leaving my dear ones 

behind, not knowing what the future 

would bring and the Isles in mid-winter 

are cold and grey. We sailed north and 

west, going near to Iceland, although 

we saw no sign of land, sailing onward 



to within a couple of hundred miles of 

the North American coast. 

Meanwhile our sixty bedder rapidly 

filled, mostly with minor cases, but one 

man became a psychiatric case. He 

talked gibberish without pause day and 

night, even when sedated. After a few 

days, the MO told us that it was very 

serious. No way could we get him 

taken off ship and back to a land 

hospital. The man just lay still and 

talked.  The MO said that the man 

could die.  He would take no solid food 

and we fed him when we could with a 

feeding cup. 

We could not fit a drip feed because 

he had a habit of suddenly turning 

over.  We watched him carefully, but 

there were not enough of us to give 

him constant individual attention. One 

day I came on duty and found his bed 

was empty. I was told that he had 

suddenly jumped out of bed, ran on 

deck and jumped overboard.  He was 

never seen again. 

The ship continued sailing southwards, 

parallel to the American coast, until it 

got to the narrow stretch where the 

north and south Atlantic meet. It then, 

with the convoy of some twenty ships 

and naval escorts, dashed across to 

Freetown in Sierra Leone. The usual 

bum boats came out to the ship, but 

we were not allowed to trade with 

them. It all seemed very quiet in 

Freetown, but how wrong can one be. 

That night we had an air raid. The 

Italians held Libya and the Vichy 

French Tunisia and Morocco. The 

Germans could make good use of air 

station facilities in those countries. A 

few bombs were dropped but none 

came anywhere near us. 

We were to stay in Freetown for three 

or four days, taking on stores.  Most of 

the escort left us at that stage and we 

had just one destroyer to see us the 

rest of the way. Our ship had a six inch 

gun, with some half a dozen shells 

nearby, fixed on the bow deck. I do not 

know if anyone could fire it and it had 

been used in the Boer War. 

The second night there, I was off duty, 

but got a sudden call to join the MO 

and the other medics for an 

emergency. Among the ship’s staff 

were some Indo-Chinese sailors. A 

couple of these had been gambling 

and one had accused the other of 

cheating, where upon the other had 

broken a beer bottle and jabbed it into 

the other’s face. 

We had to get a mess room table to 

use as an operating table and it took 

several hours for the MO to extract 

pieces of glass and to stitch the man’s 

face. Fortunately his eyes were not 

affected, but his upper lip had almost 

been severed and there were many 

other deep gashes. Next day both men 

were taken of the ship under military 

escort. 

Sailing away from Freetown we 

crossed the equator for the first time. It 

was an anti-climax. It poured with rain 

and felt very cold; in fact going up on 

deck I wore my greatcoat. This did not 

last long and a day or two later it 

warmed up.  No more rain and the sun 

came out in all its glory. In fact it 

became very hot. The ships 

commandant issued an order that 



sunbathing was forbidden and that 

anyone getting sunburned would be 

put on a charge. This did not stop 

some men sunbathing and when they 

came on sick parade the MO burst 

their blisters and had us put on 

dressings after painting the sore area 

with methylated spirit. We did not have 

a single case of anyone reporting sick 

twice with sunburn. 

I was on duty one night when a bed 

patient called me. He had been 

admitted with apparent mild sunstroke 

after sunbathing. He complained he 

could not sleep and I gave him a mild 

sedative. All was quiet during the 

night, but next morning when doing the 

round taking temperatures, pulses and 

respirations, I found his temperature to 

be 107ºF. This is extremely dangerous 

as it is about the temperature in an 

adult that the brain begins to 

agglutinate, like the albumin of an egg 

when heated. Children can take much 

higher temperatures, without that 

occurring. I immediately called the MO 

who ordered cold showers. I learned 

that the patient was Jewish. His 

temperature came down a little, but 

during the day it went up again and he 

lapsed into unconsciousness. We 

worked on him day and night, but after 

a few days he died and was buried at 

sea. 

We approached South Africa and 

could see Table Mountain in the 

distance. Half the convoy, including my 

unit, put in at Cape Town, but the rest, 

including the Samaria, went round the 

Cape of Good Hope to Durban. 

In going round the Cape of Good Hope 

one sails through the junction of three 

oceans, the Atlantic, the Antarctic and 

the Indian, and just like that other 

notorious cape, Cape Horn, the seas 

tend to fight with each other. In fact the 

sea was so rough that I became 

seasick for the first time, not a 

pleasant experience. Afterwards going 

up on deck at probably the highest 

point on the ship, but for my rubber 

groundsheet, I would have been 

soaked. The waves seemed like sky 

scrapers, down below, standing at one 

end of the corridor that went most of 

the length of the ship, it appeared one 

moment that one was at the top of a 

hill and the next that one was in a 

valley looking up. However, we 

weathered the storm and in serene 

waters entered Durban harbour. 

We stayed in Durban for a week and 

unlike the troops on board, who had to 

get special passes to go ashore for a 

few hours, we medics could go 

whenever we were off duty. I liked 

Durban very much and there I saw 

skyscrapers for the first time. In the 

centre of the city we found a bit of old 

England. It was a square which 

contained the main post office and 

other buildings which very much 

reminded me of home. Durban also 

had a very lovely beach and I found 

swimming a pleasure. Monty and I 

found the Jewish club and there we 

could have a slap-up meal for only 

sixpence. On Friday evening we went 

to the synagogue and afterwards we 

were invited to a member’s home for 

supper. Did I say “supper” it was a 

banquet. There was a long table in this 

mansion of a house and about twenty 

sat down, all family except for Monty 

and me. There I tasted the most 



delightful of drinks, ice cold passion 

fruit liquidised. From the dining room 

one could look down on Durban city 

centre, where all the lights were on, as 

there was no blackout there - what a 

wonderful sight. We learned that the 

South Africans not only segregated 

black people, Jews although not 

treated badly, were excluded from all 

clubs and other recreational facilities 

and they, therefore, provided their 

own. Hence the Jewish club that we 

had found. At the end of the evening, 

we thanked our host and hostess, who 

then drove us back to the ship. 

On one excursion through Durban, we 

went into a jeweller’s shop and bought 

wrist witches to send home to our 

wives.  There was an old man inside, 

behind the counter and he asked what 

part of England we came from. When 

we replied London he said he originally 

came from “Middlesex Street.” We 

gave the watches, enclosed in 

envelopes with our home addresses, 

to our steward friend and eventually 

they arrived at their destinations. In 

Durban I also sent a letter home.  This 

letter was not delivered to Rochelle 

until over a year later and, as it was 

posted during a sea voyage, she at 

first thought I was on my way to the 

Far East. 

Leaving Durban we made our way 

between Africa and Madagascar. It 

was an uneventful journey until we 

reached the Horn of Africa, although a 

sharp lookout was kept for submarines 

and on our second crossing of the 

equator it was very hot and sunny. 

 

We got wind of submarine activity near 

the Horn of Africa and the convoy went 

into hiding for a few days in little bays 

off the Horn. We then entered the Red 

Sea, which had been heavily mined 

and paravanes were put out on either 

side of the bows to catch any mines 

that came near the ship. Monty and I 

at times foolishly watched to see if 

they would catch one. Fortunately, this 

did not occur. We eventually reached 

the Port of Suez, but went across to 

Port Tewfiq where we dropped anchor 

and all troops were taken off by tender. 

Monty and I said our goodbyes to the 

MO and the other medics we had 

worked with, left the ship and were 

directed back to our unit, where we 

learned that we were bound for 

Greece which the Germans had 

invaded. 

The unit went to a place called El-

Tahag, there was nothing there but 

desert. The place was about a mile 

from El Quassassine, a village and 

railway station on the line between 

Cairo and El Kantara and close to the 

Suez and sweet water canals. Here 

the unit was to set up hospital under 

canvas once more, but I escaped all 

that, I was immediately detailed with 

about twenty others to go to Port Said 

and unload stores for the hospital from 

one ship and load them onto another, 

which would take them and the unit to 

Greece. As the reader will realise there 

had been a mix up of orders.  We were 

originally to go to Greece, but I 

suppose the powers that be realised 

that was futile and decided to keep us 

in Egypt.  It was only later that 

reloading the stores was stopped. 



However, I was only there one day, for 

during the night I had pains in my 

bowels and must have run to the 

latrines at least a dozen times. I went 

on sick parade next morning.  I 

explained my condition to the MO and 

was shocked by his question in reply, 

“Have you been with any women 

lately.” Without thinking I replied, 

“What on board a troopship for two 

months?”  To that he said, “Don’t be 

impertinent.” and sent me to the base 

hospital in Moascar near Ismailia. 

There I was put to bed and when the 

MO came, he diagnosed mild 

dysentery, although on the record 

sheet it said colitis catarrhal, which is I 

suppose in the same league.  I was 

given castor oil and put on fluids only, 

which to me was disgusting.  I was in 

the hospital for a couple of weeks or 

so and my weight dropped from eleven 

stone to nine stone. It was to take forty 

or so years before I would be eleven 

stone again. However, for a time after 

leaving hospital, I had a ravenous 

appetite and soon went up to ten 

stone. 

The Moascar Hospital staff wanted to 

send me back to my unit, but I insisted 

on going to the detachment at Port 

Said and got my way.  Arriving there I 

found that work had stopped and the 

lads had just had it easy for a week.  

We were there for another week 

before being recalled.  I got to know 

the town well and also its twin on the 

other side of the Suez Canal, Port 

Fuad.  Fuad is like a garden suburb 

and a very quiet and lovely place.  Port 

Said, however, is just the opposite and 

said to be the noisiest place on earth. 

Certainly one can hear the constant 

honking of car horns and the blaring 

noise of eastern music.  I was to get to 

know the place well in the next three 

years, because once a month I would 

get a day and a half off duty and at 

those times would visit either Port Said 

or Cairo. On half days off, which we 

got three in each fortnight, I would 

usually go to Ismailia, where I would 

visit a forces café. There were a 

number of these wherever British 

Forces were stationed and run by 

organisations such as YMCA, 

Salvation Army, Rotary, Round Table 

and many others whose names I 

cannot remember, but who did 

wonderful work. My delight was to be 

able to get baked beans on toast or 

welsh rarebit, most delicious after 

army food and I still like them to this 

day. 

While in Port Said most of us obtained, 

I suppose quite illegally, nice soft 

Australian boots which we dyed black - 

so much lighter and easier for walking. 

We also got South African toupees, 

which were so much better to wear 

than our pith helmet type. 

On our return to Nº 6 British General 

Hospital, we had an incident at Port 

Said railway station. Our lieutenant 

quartermaster pushed his cane into 

the sand and a scorpion began to run 

up it.  He immediately dropped the 

cane, kicked the scorpion away and 

stamped on it. 

 

Chapter 5 - North Africa 

In a major medical unit at that time, 

there were two officers who were not 



doctors, both having risen from the 

ranks. One was a lieutenant in charge 

of stores and equipment - no small job 

in a hospital, which has to be capable 

of being mobile, caters for 1200 beds 

normally or 2400 when a battle is 

taking place and has a staff or around 

300.  The other officer was a major 

registrar - I suppose his job can be 

likened to administration manager. He 

was responsible for the smooth 

running of the hospital and records.  

Later in the war there was to be a third 

non-medical officer, a second 

lieutenant who would serve as a 

company officer. Back at the unit I 

discovered that all the wards had been 

erected and the Royal Engineers had 

fixed a permanent building to serve as 

operating theatre.  Some Nissan huts 

had also been built to serve other 

purposes. I was allotted a place in a 

tent in the men’s quarters. There were 

eight to a tent, but it was not 

uncomfortable, except that there were 

no beds and so I scrounged some 

wood and made a bed of sorts. 

The hospital was working but, although 

I now had a nursing qualification - 

albeit third class, I was detailed to join 

the sanitary squad.  The job of the 

squad was to tour round the hospital 

and its environs, making sure that 

drainage pits worked and also to look 

for pools of stagnant water, where 

mosquitoes could breed. These we 

would treat by pouring paraffin onto 

the surface.  Malaria is carried by the 

female anopheles mosquito.  This 

particular insect lays eggs that hatch in 

eight days and so stagnant water was 

treated every seven days to kill the 

eggs.  I only did the job for a week or 

so, and then I was detailed to work on 

a ward. 

It was a minor medical ward and the 

sister in charge was a Sister Wright. 

My previous experience of the 

QAIMNS was not a good one, but 

Sister Wright had been a civilian nurse 

in Hoxton Hospital, London and she 

was quite different. We worked very 

well together. It was usual to work on a 

particular ward for four months, and 

then be detailed to another. 

Soon a Nissan hut was erected to 

serve as a NAAFI for the men and 

when off duty I could go there, 

although food served at meal times 

was by now reasonably good. In the 

NAAFI, we could get eggs and chips, 

toast or Welsh rarebit. Now and then I 

had eggs and chips there, although all 

eggs in Egypt at that time were like 

pigeons eggs and potatoes were non-

existent all the time I was in Egypt. 

The chips were made from yams or 

sweet potatoes. At official meals we 

had rice, unobtainable in Britain, but 

served by the ton in Egypt. There was 

rice instead of potatoes and rice as 

dessert, almost every day. 

After a period working on the ward with 

Sister Wright, I was detailed for night 

duty. That same day a letter arrived 

telling me that my eldest brother, 

Lionel, had been killed in a laboratory 

explosion. On night duty one has a 

block of four wards to look after and, 

as usual, there is a nursing sister as 

well. On this duty one is either too 

busy to think of other things or else so 

unoccupied that they can sit alone in 

their duty room, except for the 

occasional round to see that all was 



well.  I was, therefore, able to grieve 

without an audience. 

During this period I made trips to 

Cairo, Port Said and also to Ismailia. 

All these towns were interesting in 

their various ways. Horse and cart was 

the means of transport in Ismailia, but 

there was not a lot of interest there. 

Cairo on the other hand was full of 

interest as most people know. 

Perhaps, what I found there of most 

interest was the medical section in the 

Malek Fuad Museum. I suppose it was 

the same museum that is now called 

the Museum of Egypt. The first time I 

had been to Cairo was at Pesach 

(Passover) 1941. There I met Rabbi 

Brodie for the first time.  He was my 

army chaplain, although he wore the 

uniform of a Squadron Leader. Later in 

the war, I was to meet up with him in 

France as Chief Jewish Chaplain, 

when he was an army Lt. Colonel. Port 

Said was interesting in other ways. It 

had some very beautiful sections as 

well as some very ugly ones and, of 

course, the Suez Canal began there. 

On a promontory at the entrance to the 

canal, there was a statue of Ferdinand 

De Lesseps. Also of interest were 

many of the stores. Most seemed to be 

owned by a certain Simon Artz (my 

name without the “H”) and he 

appeared to have franchises for most 

of the famous stores around the world, 

such as Marks and Spencer and 

Woolworth. I was even able to get 

Agfa film all the time I was in the 

Middle East. They were good films for 

my camera, even though I suspect 

they could not have been made in 

Germany, and were never date 

expired. 

My next tour of duty was on a 

dysentery ward. I probably became the 

world’s expert on giving enemas and I 

often assisted the medical officer 

giving sigmoidoscopies. I forget the 

number of bowels I have looked into. 

There were two incidents of note while 

I worked on that ward. One day we 

had a terrific sand storm. This raged 

for several hours. It brought down the 

electric cables, so we were in 

darkness. The sand had turned day 

into night. Then the marquee ward 

began to collapse. I got all the patients 

away from the collapsed part and tried 

to get help, but it was impossible. Not 

only was it pitch black, but the sand 

cut through one and it was impossible 

for me to know in which direction I 

would be moving, so we did the wisest 

thing and sat it out. 

One blazing hot afternoon I was on 

duty when I heard a shout from the 

next ward and on looking out I could 

see that it was on fire at one end. Now 

a canvas marquee in that arid climate 

could go up in a matter of seconds. 

Fortunately the wind was blowing the 

fire away from the rest of the ward, but 

there was no way that the bed patients 

could be got out in the few minutes 

before it could all go up. I ran out and 

grabbed the hose attached to the thirty 

gallon fire extinguisher; there was one 

of these placed between each pair of 

wards. I called to a walking patient, 

then climbed up and sat on the ridge 

pole. I instructed the patient to tip up 

the extinguisher which was on wheels 

and I then attacked the fire from above 

and managed to put it out.  Later there 

was a board of inquiry that I was 

summoned to attend.  At the end of the 



inquiry, the officers in charge said that 

they highly commended me for what I 

had done. 

As Rosh Hashanah (Jewish New Year) 

approached, I was given two weeks 

leave and, with Jim Meleck, Monty and 

a Welsh member of the unit, Dai 

Davies; we opted to go to Palestine. 

To get there, we had to begin our 

journey by going from El Quassassine 

railway station to Kantara, where we 

would get the trans-Sinai train to 

Lydda (now Lod). Before continuing 

telling of this trip, I must tell a story 

concerning Monty. I previously 

mentioned him being sent to Calais 

prior to Dunkirk. He and the few 

survivors of this diversionary action; to 

draw the enemy away from Dunkirk, 

were evacuated by the Navy. The ship 

they were on was bombed and the 

naval officer in charge asked Monty, 

who had been a fourth year medical 

student, to look after army personnel, 

as his sick bay attendants had their 

work cut out tending to naval 

personnel.  Monty did this and, where 

it was necessary in order to save life, 

he did operations using an army 

chaplain as his anaesthetist, under his 

direction. Later in the war, now in 

Egypt, he wanted to go to El 

Quassassine Station to send a cable 

home. These cables could only be 

sent from the railway station and 

consisted of pre-set phrases.  In order 

to get to the station, one had to go 

through the village where the Fellahin 

(peasants) lived, but the village was 

out of bounds. The alternative was to 

circumnavigate the village. This meant 

passing the ditches the Fellahin used 

as latrines. These stank and were 

infested by millions of flies and other 

creatures. Monty like most of us, 

decided to go through the village. He 

was caught, put on a charge and due 

to be tried next morning.  That day a 

corporal, who worked  in the office, 

recognised Monty’s army number 

when reading the gazette. Monty had 

been mentioned in Dispatches, but his 

assistant, the chaplain, had been 

awarded the MC. 

Returning to my account of our trip to 

Palestine, at Kantara we took the 

trans-Sinai train which left at 10 p.m. 

and arrived at Lydda at about 8 am 

next morning. The first place we 

passed on leaving the desert and 

entering Palestine was El Arish, where 

the army had a convalescent camp for 

soldiers recovering from wounds or 

sickness. Next was Gaza, then Lydda. 

There we took the local train to 

Jerusalem. This train wound its way 

slowly through the hills amid wonderful 

scenery and already I could smell the 

scent of the orange groves. In Hebrew 

an orange grove is called Pardice, and 

no doubt it is from that that we get the 

word Paradise.  It seemed like it, after 

Egypt. 

In Jerusalem we found an enquiry 

office and were told of the Jewish 

Forces Club in Ben Yehuda Street. 

This was run by the Jewish agency 

and managed by a Mr. Hockstein. On 

arrival Mr. Hockstein took over and 

organised the whole of our stay in 

Palestine.  We went on a tour of both 

old and New Jerusalem and I 

discovered a wonderful new or 

perhaps I should say, old, world.  

Families were found to take us in for 



two nights and I was placed with a 

lawyer and his wife. The lawyer was 

very pleased to meet me. His wife 

cooked a wonderful meal and, every 

five minutes during it, the lawyer would 

fill up the glasses and say, “Let’s have 

a l’chayim.” In Jerusalem, besides the 

Old City, I visited the Old University 

and Hadassa Hospital on Mount 

Scopus. We went to Bethlehem, 

visiting Rachel’s tomb on the way and 

then on to Jericho. We also went to 

see Kibbutz Kiryat Anovim, where an 

orchard of new trees had just been 

planted. Today that kibbutz is a 

showpiece for tourists and no doubt 

the orchard has been producing fruit 

for many years now. 

From Jerusalem we went to Tel Aviv 

and had a couple of days relaxing on 

the beach and swimming when the 

usually rough sea allowed. There we 

stayed in a hostel. From Tel Aviv we 

went to Haifa and onto Kibbutz Tel 

Yoseph in the Jezreel Valley, where 

we were to stay until it was time to 

return to Jerusalem and our unit. 

Tel Yoseph was an old kibbutz 

founded by Russian immigrants and 

we were made very welcome there. In 

the evenings we would gather with the 

members for a singsong.  Dai Davies 

had a beautiful baritone voice and 

members of the kibbutz continually 

asked him to sing more songs. This he 

did with relish and how they clapped. 

Such songs as, “There will always be 

an England”, “Boots, Boots, Boots” 

and the Cobbler’s Song from Chu Chin 

Chow. While at Tel Yoseph, we visited 

a fishing kibbutz on the shore of Lake 

Galilee, called Tel Amal and also a big 

factory where various types of cheeses 

were made. 

Returning to the unit I was told that Dai 

Davies was being posted elsewhere 

and would leave the following day. 

Now, we had all taken photographs 

while on leave and we all wanted 

copies from each other. So, finding an 

empty tent with an electric light and 

scrounging photographic chemicals 

from X-ray, along with the others I 

stayed up all night processing the films 

and with the photo-paper I made 

copies for Dai. Copies for myself and 

the others, I made later. 

After my spell on night duty I worked 

on a skin care ward, but was only on 

skins for a month. During a push by 

the Eighth Army, thousands of 

Libyans, who had been forced to fight 

for the Italians and Germans, were 

captured along with about a million 

condoms, which we afterwards issued 

to British troops. The seriously ill and 

badly wounded among the Libyans 

were sent to my unit, whereupon most 

of the QAIMNS refused to nurse them 

and so I found myself in charge of four, 

twenty-four bedded wards, with no 

other help and having to dress some 

wounds several times a day. All the 

patients were either very seriously ill or 

recovering from the most horrendous 

wounds. Needless to say I worked all 

hours and at top speed and eventually 

something had to give. I developed an 

abscess on the back of my neck and 

on reporting sick was given some 

treatment and returned to duty. Soon 

more abscesses developed on my 

forehead and one day I managed to 

stagger to a ward where a Section 



Charge Sister worked and then I 

collapsed.  I recovered consciousness 

to find that I was in bed in my tent.  

The MO refused to put me in hospital.  

I found that I could not see, but there I 

was for several days with the other 

occupants of the tent looking after me 

when they were off duty. Eventually I 

was able to get up. My sight returned 

and I was able to walk out. One day I 

was taking a walk when the matron 

accompanied by the RSM came 

toward me. They stopped me and the 

Matron asked what had happened. I 

told her and she went for the RSM 

unmercifully, not that it was really his 

fault, it was the MO who was to blame. 

I returned to duty on a major medical 

ward.  While there, we had an 

epidemic of typhoid fever and I had my 

first typhus case. Many died from 

typhoid, but one man from the RAF 

recovered and then had a relapse. 

This is most dangerous and almost 

always fatal, but he recovered. He 

came back to see me six months later. 

I could hardly recognise him as he had 

put on so much weight. I then had a 

nasty experience. We had a patient 

with TB the MO had performed an 

artificial pneumothorax on him and had 

asked me to massage his legs. 

Bruising of the legs and a form of 

rheumatism is a typical sign of TB. 

One day I heard another patient call 

and saw that the TB patient was trying 

to get out of bed. I quickly went to him 

and tried to place him back again, but 

he died in my arms. It is not unusual 

for a person about to die to try and get 

out of bed. 

When I had returned from Palestine I 

wrote a very long letter to Rochelle, 

telling her all about it and she has the 

letter to this day.  She replied to say 

that she had an uncle living in Tel Aviv, 

but did not know his address. This 

Uncle Morris, her father’s brother, had 

immigrated to America some years 

before the war, but was now in 

Palestine. I wrote to Mr. Hockstein who 

said he had put an advert in the 

Jerusalem Post on my behalf and that 

he had had a reply from someone 

called “The Correspondent”, who said 

he thought he knew who I was 

seeking. I wrote to the correspondent 

and he did indeed know Uncle Morris, 

who was his friend and who lived at 

100 Hertzl Street. 

One day I was told that the Matron had 

selected me to be first in the unit to 

take the second class nursing exam.  

This would be an eyeball to eyeball 

examination by the Matron.  Now the 

Matron, whose name was Gray and 

naturally called Dolly Gray, but never 

within her hearing, was an old timer 

from the First World War, she was held 

in awe by all her nurses and most 

certainly by the men. Most were 

mortally afraid of her, but somehow I 

got along OK. I always told her nothing 

but the truth and I think she respected 

me for that. The exam lasted about an 

hour and she asked all sorts of 

questions, including how to lay out a 

tray of instruments for certain 

operations. At the end she told me I 

had passed and she congratulated me. 

Time came to go on leave again in 

Palestine. Monty had been posted to a 

motor ambulance convoy (MAC) and 



was near Tobruk. Jim and I arranged 

that we meet Monty, who was also 

getting leave in Jerusalem, on a 

certain day. Monty did not turn up. 

After a few days in Jerusalem and a 

couple on a Kibbutz I arranged to meet 

Jim again in Jerusalem and then went 

to Tel Aviv to meet Uncle Morris.  He 

lived with his wife in a one room flat 

with a small kitchen. From then on, I 

was to spend one week of each of my, 

six monthly, leaves with Uncle Morris 

and Aunt Emma. 

I found them in poor straits. Uncle 

Morris worked in an American Army 

camp for a wage of forty mils a week 

(50p).  Of course the money was worth 

much more then, but it was still very 

little and half of his wage went on rent. 

He was not badly off with funds in 

America, but how long could that last. 

On later visits I always took with as 

much canned food as I could carry, but 

on the first trip I had taken nothing and 

so I went to the Army Town Major and 

got a ration book. With this I went to an 

Army store and got all the food they 

would let me have. It was probably 

enough to keep uncle and aunt going 

for a few months. 

On returning to Jerusalem I met Jim, 

but no Monty. Next day was to be the 

last of our leave. On that day near the 

old city we bumped into Monty. He had 

just arrived. He had hitch- hiked 2,000 

miles from Tobruk and it had taken all 

that time. 

Here I must tell how Monty came to be 

posted away to the MAC. We always 

hear of men chasing after women, 

especially in war time, but quite a few 

of the nurses chased after men, 

especially after doctors, although one 

or two were not so particular. We had 

one who was nicknamed “The 

Company Bike” because it was said 

everyone who wished could ride her. 

One night Monty, doing his rounds, 

found her in bed with a patient. 

Although he diplomatically kept quiet 

about it, somehow it leaked out and he 

got posted. The nurse also departed 

soon afterwards. 

Here I will tell another story. We used 

to have extra duties on a rota system 

and one night I was on passive air 

defence (PAD); similar to an air raid 

warden. At about midnight the warning 

sounded. Now, enemy aircraft used to 

use our hospital as a marker to find 

their way to the RAF station about 20 

miles away. It was part of my duty to 

make sure that all lights were put out. 

My duty area included the nursing 

sister’s compound, where I noticed a 

light in one tent. I went to it and called 

for the light to be put out, but no reply. 

I banged on the tent flap. No reply. So 

I opened the flap and there was the 

Sister fast asleep and absolutely 

starkers.  I gingerly stepped inside, put 

out the light and went out. 

On my return from leave I was called 

to the matron’s office. She told me that 

she was short of nursing sisters and 

had been awaiting my return. She said 

she was making me acting QA. QA is 

the highest rank qualification for a man 

nursing. It is something usually only 

attained in peace time. After one has 

obtained his First Class nursing 

classification, the Matron said I was to 

act as a Nursing Sister. 



I was duly introduced to the ward, a 

minor surgical, and had an Italian 

POW from the Italian Medical Corps as 

my orderly.  His name was Luigi and 

he came from Naples.  I could not 

have wished for better. He was polite, 

co-operative and hard-working and we 

got along fine together. I did the 

rounds each day with the MO and at 

the end of each shift made out what 

was called “The Matrons Report”. Of 

course, it was really my report to the 

Matron. In the report one had to tell of 

everything of import that had gone on 

during the shift and information had to 

be given of all patients on special 

treatment. The Army did not supply 

stationery for these reports.  However, 

paper supplied in the latrines could 

hardly be compared to Andrex.  It was 

thick, rough on one side, but smooth 

on the other and supplied  in what 

today we call A5 size. It was ideal for 

writing and so I made it my medium for 

“The Matron’s report”. When I handed 

my first report to the section charge 

Sister, who would pass them on to 

Matron, she at first refused to accept it.  

On my insistence she said, “On your 

head be it.” She came to see me next 

day and she was beaming. She said 

that when she gave it to the Matron, 

she had tried to keep a straight face, 

but the Matron looked up and burst out 

laughing.  Those outside must have 

thought they had both gone mad. 

 

Inside a Major Surgical Ward in 

Egypt (1942) 

 

Inside a tented ward in Eygpt (1942) 

During this period as QA, I often 

accompanied my patients to the 

operating theatre and stayed during 

the Op. One day our anti-Semitic 

company officer acted as anaesthetist 

and no sooner had the anaesthetic 

been applied then the patient stopped 

breathing. The Company Officer 

seemed lost, but the surgeon, a very 

big man, Lt. Col. Brandon, swept the 

instrument table aside and in seconds 

was on the operating table above the 

patient giving artificial respiration and 

calling for Coromine. The patient 

began breathing again, but was not to 



go back to my ward. I went to a major 

surgical ward to ask them to prepare a 

bed. When we got to the bed and 

turned back the blankets, there 

between the sheets was a cat and 

several kittens to which she had just 

given birth.  Ever after, I called it “The 

Maternity Ward”. 

Eventually, as had to be, my spell as 

QA came to an end and I had another 

spell of night duty. This was on a major 

heart disease ward. It was sad at 

times, because one would get to know 

patients very well, then they would die 

and it felt as if a good friend had been 

lost.  This hit me very hard with one 

patient, an Australian.  He was a big 

man and big hearted, but I came on 

duty one evening to find that he had 

died suddenly during the day. On that 

ward I worked with a Sister Millicent. 

That was her surname; she was not 

very old and was a reserve QA. She 

had a name for being something of a 

tartar, but I got on all right with her. 

She was very efficient and, before she 

became a nurse, she had been a ballet 

dancer; therefore we had a subject 

that we could discuss in quiet times.  

One night I went in the little duty room 

at the end of the hut (all major wards 

by now were in brick built huts, other 

wards were marquees) to make tea for 

myself and the Sister. I could hear a 

scratching noise from behind a 

cupboard in there. Now some of the 

creatures found in Egypt were not very 

friendly, so taking no chances, I crept 

up to the cupboard and gave it a 

sudden push against the wall. Quick 

as I had been, the creature, a rat as 

big as a cat, was quicker. It jumped 

onto the top of the cupboard, onto my 

shoulder and away into the eaves of 

the hut and probably out into the 

desert. 

 

Following that spell, I was detailed to 

work on a major surgical ward. Which 

one? The “Maternity Ward”. The staff 

had changed and there were three 

QA’s plus me. Who should now be its 

MO but the Galloping Major mentioned 

earlier. Major Hudson was a heart 

specialist and a good one. His 

idiosyncrasy was that he absolutely 

refused to do the rounds with a QA 

and so I did them with him. What an 

education that was. For example, one 

day as usual, after examining a 

patient, he handed a stethoscope to 

me and said, “What do you think is 

wrong with this man?” My reply would, 

more often than not, be wrong and he 

would put me right. On this occasion, I 

could detect a heart murmur, an 

irregularity and also a certain stiffness 

about the man. So I replied that I 

thought it could be rheumatic fever. 

The major beamed, “Quite right my 

boy, now what do you give for it?” At 

that time I did not know and said so. 

“Well my boy”, he said, “Aspirin, 

Aspirin.  Salicylates is all you can give.  

Won’t cure rheumatics, but will relieve 

it.” 

Another time, a patient came in who 

was in the Guards Armoured Division.  

His tank had been hit and he was 

burned from head to foot.  It was a 

miracle he had survived until then. We 

covered all his burns and encased him 

in Plaster of Paris with holes left for 

essentials. He must have been in 

agony, but never so much as 



whimpered. When eventually I 

removed the plaster and dressings I 

witnessed another miracle. All his 

burns had healed and new skin was 

pinkish red like a new born babe. 

When this man was able to walk 

around he insisted on helping me on 

the ward.  Now I had authority on the 

ward to detail any walking patient, up 

to the rank of RSM, to do little jobs that 

were required.  I had to give due 

deference to their rank, but they had to 

obey me. This patient required no 

detailing. He kept thanking me, but I 

told him that it was I who thanked him.  

He was fighting to keep me and others 

safe and free. I was only trying to 

repair the damage caused to those like 

him. 

After that spell of night duty I spent 

some time on an ear, nose and throat 

ward. We had only one inhaler to 

serve twenty four patients, most of 

who had to inhale several times a day. 

It was an almost impossible job and I 

was to remember this later, when I 

was in charge of the occupational 

therapy centre. I made a four spout 

inhaler from old cans. There was a 

methylated spirit burner at the base, 

which kept water boiling and produced 

steam.  The steam rose through a 

central tube to a can at the top. From 

the can four smaller tubes protruded in 

four directions. These tubes had a 

mouthpiece at the ends and each had 

a small chimney an inch or two from 

the mouthpiece. Each chimney had a 

lid with a hook underneath. From the 

hooks I hung little bags with menthol.  

In this way four patients at a time could 

sit down and inhale. 

It was while working on ENT that a 

notice was posted with Daily Orders, 

that volunteers were required to take a 

course and become occupational 

therapists. It looked interesting to me, 

but I knew that the RSM would not 

allow my name to go forward. I waited 

until the last day for application and 

until the usual three were away from 

the Company Office for lunch and then 

managed to persuade the Company 

runner to take the application, using 

his bike, direct to the Area Brigadier’s 

Office. I told him that there was only 

about half an hour to the deadline and 

that I had only just made up my mind 

and could not wait until after the 

deadly threes’ lunch time.  This of 

course made it safe for him. 

 

It was several weeks before I heard 

anything, then I was summoned to the 

Company Office and told that I was to 

pack and be ready by first thing next 

morning, to go to a unit near Cairo for 

a course on occupational therapy. This 

was at Nº 2 General Hospital, where 

they had qualified civilians running a 

centre in the Psychiatric Unit. 

On arriving at Nº 2, I was taken to see 

the Company Officer. He was quite 

affable compared to mine at Nº 6. He 

opened the envelope that I had been 

given on leaving my unit and said, 

“Someone in your unit does not seem 

to like you. They have sent nothing but 

your charge record and that should 

have been destroyed long ago 

according to King’s Regulations!” He 

thereupon tore them up, looked at me 

and said, “You won’t find any prejudice 

here.” 



The Course was pleasant, very 

interesting and lasted a few weeks. 

There is not much else to record about 

it, save that at that unit the RSM was a 

man named Langford. He had been 

goalkeeper for Manchester City 

Football Club before Frank Swift and 

both had played for England.  He was 

a bully of a man and I watched him 

throw his weight about when pay 

parade took place.  Later he was to 

come to my unit to play for a canal 

area team, consisting of mainly former 

international players, against my unit. 

We had a very good side with good 

amateurs and some professionals 

including one Scottish International. I 

was no mean player myself, but I flatly 

refused to be in the team as rank was 

often carried onto the field and that I 

could not abide. I did however act as a 

coach by invitation. Later in the war, 

when our unit was less active, I 

represented them at rugby, cricket and 

table-tennis. 

The course ended and I went back to 

Nº 6 and nursing. I expected an 

occupational therapy department to be 

set up, but nothing happened. As 

usual, those in authority were trying to 

be awkward, but from now on they 

were to get their knuckles rapped by 

higher authority, each time they did 

that. Then, one day I was called to the 

office and told that I had three days in 

which to get the department working. I 

was given the help of some Egyptian 

workmen and provided with two large 

tents. The British Red Cross would 

supply initial funds for materials and 

anything else needed, after that I had 

to make the department self-

supporting by selling items made 

there. 

I was shown a small plot of land or 

perhaps I should say sand that was to 

be my domain. It was on the periphery 

of the hospital, just outside the 

Officers’ and Sisters’ compound.  I had 

it fenced off with a gateway for an 

entrance.  The workmen cleared the 

surface and erected the tents. I made 

a sign written board, to hang at the 

entrance. Then, just as I was about to 

dismiss the workmen, my colonel 

commandant came to see what we 

had done. He was Colonel Roach and 

only 48 years of age; young for a 

medical corps full Colonel. He was 

impressed and I was to discover that 

he was a keen gardener. He ordered 

the workmen to dig what at first 

appeared to be a pit, but when they 

had finished they had built steps down 

from the gateway and up to the tents, 

which were at right angles to each 

other. One was to serve as a store and 

my sleeping quarters, the other as the 

treatment room. It was planned for 

another tent to be erected later.  The 

workmen had also laid out plots for 

plants to be grown, using Nile mud, 

and had built a small pond outside the 

store tent. They also made pathways. I 

had explained to the Colonel, that I 

needed the other tent and he ordered 

that a mud brick chalet be erected 

instead. this was fine and, when the 

unit became operational, the patients 

made windows for the chalet. After 

that, often when the Colonel had time 

to spare, he would come along, take 

off his hat and coat and start 

gardening. He also took a keen 

interest in my work and most Sundays 



he would commandeer the nursing 

sisters’ bus and drive me to the 

Ordnance Depot at Tel El Kabir, where 

I would scrounge materials for the 

centre.  To those at the Depot, who 

barely saw anyone higher ranking than 

a Major, a red tabbed Colonel was 

almost God and they never refused me 

anything I wanted. 

The Centre was intended, by the 

powers that be, to cater for psychiatric 

and shell-shocked patients, but we got 

few of these coming into my unit. 

When I originally volunteered for 

occupational therapy, I already had 

other ideas. In 1938, I went with Jim 

Meleck to the Socialist youth camp in 

Shanklin, Isle of Wight. There I met 

members of the International Brigade 

who had returned wounded from 

Spain. Previously I had met many men 

who were wounded in World War One. 

A number of these, I realised were 

crippled because, when their wounds 

healed, they did not get enough of the 

right exercise and their muscles 

atrophied, their limbs stiffened and 

they became crippled. 

At the time of World War Two, 

occupational therapy was mainly 

thought of for psychiatric patients, but I 

approached as many MO’s as I could, 

informed the Colonel of my ideas and 

also confided in the new matron. Dolly 

Gray had left us and her replacement 

was a different personality altogether. 

She was tall and portly, much younger 

than Dolly Gray, and had a very 

pleasing personality, although like all 

matrons of that era, could be quite 

stern and would stand no nonsense 

where nursing was concerned. She 

was also to take an interest in the 

centre, especially as later, two of her 

nursing sisters were to work in the 

centre under my command, so to 

speak, even though they ranked as 

Lieutenants. That is the way it worked 

in the medical corps. 

At first I got little co-operation from the 

MO’s, but gradually they came round 

and the centre thrived. July 1942 was 

to be the third anniversary of the 

calling up of the first militia. Now a 

couple of months prior to that, the 

matron had been given a box of newly 

hatched chickens. 

She didn’t want them and so she gave 

them to me.  One of my chums was 

the unit carpenter, Harry Merrill. I took 

the chicks to him, he built a run and, 

when July 15th came along, most 

militia boys arranged to be off duty and 

we had a slap up dinner.  The 

Germans had pushed the Eighth Army 

back several times and during one of 

the early pushes a number of us who 

used to meet at the carpenter’s shop, 

which adjoined the mortuary, formed 

what we called the FBF (Free British 

Forces). We had the mad idea that if 

we found ourselves to be captured we 

would try and make our way down 

Africa to South Africa. Fortunately, it 

never came to that; otherwise I would 

not be alive to write this. When the 

Occupational Therapy Centre was an 

established concern, I collected all the 

empty beer cans I could and we made 

ashtrays for every bed in the Hospital, 

the cans were cut down and half filled 

with sand. 



 

Section Occupational Therapy in 

Egypt 1943 

On one of his visits, the Colonel told 

me that a general routine order had 

come through, that I was to be 

promoted to Corporal. He was sorry I 

would not be paid for the rank, as the 

Army did not yet recognise 

occupational therapy. It was only 

sponsored by the Red Cross. Again 

nothing happened, as the usual three 

were trying to block it, but after a 

couple of months, they got a flea in 

their ear from Brigade H.Q. and 

reluctantly made me up to local acting 

unpaid Lance Corporal. 

Shortly afterwards, the head of the 

British Red Cross, who was visiting 

Egypt (I think his name was Sir 

Andrew Duncan) came to visit the 

centre and see how his organisation’s 

money was spent. He was full of 

praise and must have noticed how I 

was treating wounded patients and 

reported it to people in high places.  

Shortly afterwards, the Colonel 

received an invitation to go to the 

headquarters of the British Red Cross 

at Nº 8 Malika Farida in Cairo. 

There he was to meet General Sir 

Henry Maitland Wilson, C in C Central 

Mediterranean Forces and Major 

General Hartgill, Director of Medical 

Services Middle East. The Colonel told 

me that he knew little about 

occupational therapy and that I was 

supposed to be the expert, so he was 

sending me as his representative. He 

told me to spend three days in Cairo 

with a couple of friends and it would be 

paid for out of the unit funds. I did not 

know there were unit funds. 

Now around that time the Germans 

had pushed the Eighth Army back to 

Alamein and for us it looked like a 

repeat of our position in France earlier 

in the war.  All units were being moved 

east of the Suez Canal where a 

defence line was being set up and so 

gradually we found ourselves isolated. 

We, of course, had orders to stay put. 

General Montgomery had taken over 

command of the Eighth Army and the 

Battle of Alamein was soon to take 

place. However, everything went on as 

if nothing was about to happen and I 

went to Cairo with Jim and another 

Jewish man, Raymond Veeder, who 

had joined us.  I went to the meeting in 

Sharia Malika Farida. There were 

about a dozen others in the large 

reception room; a couple of Sergeants 

and the rest Officers. All were there for 

various reasons. After a short while, a 

door opened at the far end of the room 

and the two Generals entered. They 

stood for a moment looking around 

and then came straight over to me. For 

a moment I was petrified, but managed 

to give them a smart salute. They 

asked what I was doing there and, 

thinking it was best to tell the truth, I 



told them that my Colonel had said 

that he knew little about occupational 

therapy, that I was supposed to be the 

expert and that I should represent him. 

They looked at each other and burst 

out laughing. Then General Wilson 

said, “It’s a good thing that we have at 

least one C.O. out here that can use 

his common sense.” They questioned 

me for about five to ten minutes, then 

suggested I carry on with the good 

work and moved on. I enjoyed the rest 

of my stay in Cairo. Two Jewish lads 

that were in the unit right from its 

formation and who I have not yet 

mentioned were John Silver; a short 

stocky man and with a name like his, 

we naturally called him Long John. 

The other was Harry Pearlman.  Harry 

was a barber by trade and had had the 

good sense to bring some of the tools 

of his trade with him on call up and so, 

when off duty times coincided, we 

could go to Harry and get our hair cut 

for a modest fee. Most of the unit went 

to him and paid for the service, but one 

who never paid was the RSM. 

At about the time when I went to meet 

the Generals and when all around us 

was being evacuated, another Jewish 

lad joined us. He had been with 

another hospital, not far away and was 

now posted to us. He was Cyril 

Barnett, one of the catering family, and 

so he was an Army cook. He worked in 

the hospital kitchen as the large 

cookhouse was called. From time to 

time, Cyril would cook me a delicious 

fillet of steak. Unfortunately, Cyril was 

of the nervous type and he wrote 

home to tell of our plight. Of course his 

parents, who lived near mine in 

London, passed on the news and 

everyone was very worried, as if they 

did not have enough to fear already, in 

a place like London in War time. As 

soon as I got to hear of it, I wrote 

home to calm their fears. 

To make matters worse, raids on 

London were bad. My father was still 

working in the watch room at 

Bishopsgate Fire Station, my sister 

Betty was stationed in the Isle of Dogs 

and my brother, Sidney, who also 

operated from Bishopsgate and who, 

at that time, was a leading fireman, 

had just been very badly wounded in a 

bombing incident in which two firemen 

working with him were killed. It was 

also around this time that our mentor, 

Padre Thomas, came to me and said 

that he was getting a Nissan hut 

erected for use as a church. He asked 

if my patients could make things to 

make it look like a church and if we 

could build an alter to serve both 

Roman Catholics and Protestants. I 

immediately had ideas and replied that 

I could accommodate him if the hut 

could also be used as a synagogue.  

He immediately agreed. 

Eventually we put in imitation leaded 

light windows, built an alter like a 

turntable with RC appearance on one 

side and C of E the other and we fixed 

a curtain to go across the hut so that 

the alter was not seen during 

synagogue services. 

One day a surgeon, Major Semple, 

came to me and asked if I could make 

certain surgical instruments from 

Perspex for him, as it would assist him 

if he could see through these 

instruments during an operation. I duly 



obliged. Then an anaesthetist came 

and asked if I could make a prototype 

anaesthetising gadget. His idea was 

that with it, he could keep several 

soldiers anaesthetised at one time and 

so several surgeons could work to 

save life in the battlefield and not have 

to have an anaesthetist for each one. 

The gadget was to be a small canister 

which would be filled with ether. It 

would have an inlet and an outlet 

valve. The outlet would have a tube to 

pass into the patient’s trachea. Air 

coming into the canister, when the 

patient breathed in, would pick up 

ether in passage and go out into the 

patient. It was of course a bit more 

involved than that, but I have forgotten 

what else was required. I never got to 

know the results of either of these 

experiments, but I do hope they 

worked. 

Whenever there was a battle, hospital 

staff would be on 24 hour call and 

whenever a convoy of wounded 

arrived, everyone returned to duty 

wherever they worked. Obviously the 

occupational therapy centre would not 

open for this purpose outside its 

normal hours and so I volunteered to 

help in reception. 

One evening a wounded sailor came in 

and while I was taking his particulars, 

the RSM came by and the sailor called 

out, “Hello Dad.” The RSM turned 

round and said to the sailor, “Don’t be 

cheeky.” He then looked amazed. It 

really was his son. The sailor was not 

badly wounded and soon came to my 

department. He was completely 

different from his father, being affable 

and not the least anti-Semitic. 

After the reception of a convoy one 

evening and while awaiting the next, I 

tried to snatch a little sleep on a table 

in the reception marquee. Next to the 

marquee and only a dozen yards or so 

away was the tent where incoming 

patient’s kit was temporarily stored. 

Suddenly I heard what sounded like a 

huge explosion. A patient had brought 

in a grenade. The pin had come out 

and it had exploded. Two of our staff 

were badly wounded, but it was a 

miracle they had not been killed and a 

miracle that I had not been hit, being 

so near. We were, of course, 

extremely busy during the Battle of 

Alamein and for a few weeks following, 

we worked day and night, snatching 

sleep where possible. I worked the 

occupational therapy centre during the 

day and went to reception during 

closing hours. Eventually, the battle 

was far enough away for other medical 

units that had been evacuated, to now 

leap-frog forward and relieve our 

workload. 

In January 1943 I had my last leave 

when I would go to Palestine. I went to 

Kantara and hitched a lift to Jerusalem 

with an Army radio truck. I wanted to 

stay three days in that City, but it was 

snowing and felt freezing cold after the 

mild winter of Egypt. So, after touring 

round for a day I went to Tel Aviv to 

Uncle Morris and Aunt Emma. It was 

pouring with rain there, but better than 

the cold of Jerusalem. 

A couple of months earlier Jim and 

Raymond had stayed on a kibbutz 

named after Lloyd George, one time 

Prime Minister of England. They told 

me that the members were very 



friendly and had mentioned that a 

friend of theirs may be coming soon. I 

went to the kibbutz on leaving Tel Aviv, 

only to find it a changed place and got 

a cool reception. I was thinking of 

leaving again, when I came upon a 

man looking even more miserable.  I 

said, “shalom” and he replied, 

“shalom” but when I said, “boker tov” 

he just stared at me.  I asked if he 

spoke Hebrew - no answer.  I asked if 

he spoke English - no answer.  I then 

said, “Parlez vous français.” What a 

transformation - his face lit up. He 

became all smiles. He stood up and 

shook my hand and gabbled away in 

French. I had to tell him to speak 

slowly. It transpired that he had got to 

Palestine from Algeria and had joined 

the kibbutz, but as he knew no Hebrew 

was being ignored, most unusual for 

kibbutz folk who are usually most 

helpful.  I advised him to try and get 

someone to teach him Hebrew, then 

half his battle would be over. I stayed 

for the duration that I had originally 

intended, so as to keep him company, 

then on leaving I gave him some 

copies of an army magazine that I 

happened to have with me. These 

were printed in French and called Le 

Mirroir.  At least he had something to 

read. 

In order to get on a train back to Egypt 

from Lydda, I had to report the day 

before, to the officer in charge of the 

transit camp at Natanya. In those 

days, except for a few houses, that 

was all that Natanya consisted of. This 

officer then had to arrange for a place 

on the train and transport to Lydda. 

The officer arranged for me to stay the 

night and report to him next morning.  

At my quarters I met a Jewish 

sergeant who came from 

Czechoslovakia and so I had a 

companion.  We reported next morning 

and two more mornings after that, only 

to be told that there was no room on 

the train. We both wanted to get back 

to our units and so we asked if we 

could hitch-hike lifts back. The officer 

told us it was OK with him, as long as 

we did not return to the transit camp. 

The sergeant and I made our way 

down to Rachovot, where the desert 

road began and started to thumb a lift. 

Vehicle after vehicle passed but did 

not stop. After about half an hour, I told 

my companion that when the next 

vehicle comes in sight, I would stand in 

the middle of the road and make the 

driver stop. Soon we could see a car 

approaching. I stood in the road, but 

as got near, I could see a pennant on 

the bonnet.  That meant that the 

occupant was an officer on the general 

staff, but I stood my ground. When the 

car stopped the back window was 

wound down and a brigadier beckoned 

to me. I thought best behaviour was 

the order of the day and so I gave him 

a very smart salute and asked if he 

could give me and the sergeant a lift to 

Egypt. He replied that he would be 

pleased to take us, but did not have 

enough tea and sandwiches for an 

extra two. I then said that we had food 

and that I also had a couple of bottles 

of wine.  He immediately opened the 

door and said, “Come in.  You share 

my tea and I share your wine.” He told 

the sergeant to sit with the driver.  

Travelling with a staff officer is like 

being with the king.  We were saluted 

all the way and had no hold ups. 



I got talking to the brigadier. He was 

commandant of the Middle East Staff 

College and I found that before the 

war, he went frequently to the Sadler’s 

Wells Theatre.  So did I, although I 

expect he was in the dress circle, while 

I was up in the gods, but talking 

became easy. I told him how difficult it 

had been to get a lift and suggested 

that there should be set places on 

roads, like bus stops, where travelling 

service personnel could hitch lifts and 

that drivers who were not on urgent 

duty should stop at these points and at 

these points only, to give lifts. Some 

three months later, something similar 

to bus shelters were put up all over the 

Middle East. 

Soon, the last of the fighting took place 

in North Africa and the place was free 

of the enemy. Some officers and men 

of my unit went off for special training. 

They only returned for a one night stay 

and were off again. We learned that 

Sicily had been invaded. Then we 

heard that Mussolini had been 

deposed and that Italy was out of the 

war and considering joining the allies. 

When the Italian POW’s heard about it, 

they shouted with joy, threw their caps 

in the air and shouted, “Benito Finito.” 

About this time, I was given a small 

“pie” puppy I called Oscar. “Pie dogs”, 

as they were called, tended to roam 

wild, but if taken as pups, became 

tame. They were very alert and 

intelligent. This pup followed me 

around, trotting about a metre behind 

me and obeyed every command I gave 

him. When I went to the corporals 

mess for meals he would sit outside 

and wait for me to bring his food and 

then wait patiently until I had finished 

mine. He was a wonderful guard dog. 

He would growl to alert me, as soon as 

anyone came near and, if they came 

into the area of the centre outside 

normal hours, he would bark. My 

department was situated on the 

periphery of the camp and the local 

Arabs were notorious for being able to 

steal anything they could lay their 

hands on and, at times, with violence. 

They could be very quiet and so I was 

very vulnerable at night. I used to keep 

the units skeleton near my bed, as I 

knew the thieves would be terrified of 

such a thing in the dark, but I felt much 

more reassured with Oscar. 

Soon afterwards we began to get news 

that the Unit would be returning to 

England, to join the force that would 

invade Europe, but before departure 

King Farouk of Egypt was involved in a 

road accident with a British truck and 

he was brought into our hospital with a 

hairline fracture of his pelvis. Unlike a 

clean break, which would be serious, a 

hairline only really required a plaster 

support and rest, but a great fuss was 

made. Four wards were closed down 

to accommodate him and a fence put 

around them. He had his guards 

brought in along with his own cooks 

and food.  His ministers visited him 

every day, to hold court and he 

delayed our departure for home for a 

month. I saw his wife, Queen Farida. 

She was white and most beautiful.  I 

also saw Farouk the day he left 

hospital.  He was fat, greasy and ugly. 

We began to make preparations for 

departure. Each was given two kit 

bags; a white one for things we would 

not require on the journey home and a 



blue one for the things we would 

require.  We were also presented with 

the Africa Star ribbon.  We were 

relieved by Nº 4 

General Hospital, the same that was 

bombed on the ill-fated Lancastria at 

St. Nazaire and we then learned the 

full extent of the losses; half their 

compliment had been killed or 

drowned. 

During the few weeks before leaving 

for home, disappointment came to 

many. All the officers, WO’s and 

NCO’s were posted to other units in 

the Middle East, along with some 50% 

of the privates; mostly men with little 

service abroad. Only the old timers 

stayed. I stayed, because technically I 

was still a private.  My rank of local 

acting unpaid lance corporal was just 

that and on leaving the area or unit I 

would be reverted to private, while 

staying with the unit, I could keep the 

rank until ordered to revert.  Our new 

officers, RSM and orderly sergeant 

were quite different to those I had 

been used to. They treated the Jewish 

lads no differently from anyone else 

and they seemed to be a decent lot, 

therefore the order never came. 

Oscar was a problem, but a kindly 

captain who was being posted to a 

desert unit offered to take him and so 

my canine friend was assured of a 

good home. The day came for us to 

move off and we went to Port Said to 

board the P & O Liner Orion. The ship 

was the next largest passenger vessel 

after the two Cunard Queens. 

Conditions were not at all bad on 

board, but this time I had to sleep at 

night in a hammock, which is very 

uncomfortable until one got used to it. 

It was a big ship and well-armed, so it 

took up position in the middle of the 

convoy, while warships circled around 

during the voyage through the 

Mediterranean to Liverpool. (To be 

continued) 

I received an email from Walter Hart 

on 16th November 2015 stating that 

he has received from the French 

Ambassador  the Insignia of 

Chevalier in the Order National de la 

Legion d`honeur.  Congratulations 

Walter from us all. 

 

LIEUTENANT GENERAL SIR 

ALFRED KEOGH GCB, GCVO, 

CH  (Continued) 

 

CHAPTER FOUR 

 

May 1900 - February 1901 South 

African War 

No 3 General Hospital, 

Springfontein 

No 2 General Hospital,  Pretoria 

In February 1900, Field Marshal Lord 

Roberts, with Kitchener as his Chief of 

Staff, launched his advance on 



Bloemfontein with five Divisions, 

40,000 men, including a Division of 

Cavalry under Lieutenant General Sir 

John French. Administration was not 

the strong point of Roberts or his Chief 

of Staff, Kitchener. Supply depended 

on a single-track railway. The Boers 

fled from Bloemfontein on 13 March 

and Roberts's Army entered this 

capital of the Orange Free State. Now 

everything, ammunition, clothing, food, 

medical stores, had to run the gauntlet 

of that wretched single-track line. One 

of the direct results of the defects of 

the railway transport was a loss in 

men’s lives that made Spion Kop 

relatively cheap. 

Men and beasts were exhausted, short 

of food and their uniforms in rags, 

when the Army arrived in the town. 

Soon Typhoid made itself felt and a 

positive plague ensued. Ten deaths a 

day were being recorded.  It appears 

that elementary sanitary precautions 

were neglected, and it seems that   

"neglect of patients in hospitals   that 

turned   a crisis into a disaster". The 

Medical authorities were overwhelmed. 

On 5th May, Roberts continued his 

march into the Transvaal. 

Whilst this tragedy was enacted, 

Keogh and No 3 remained at 

Rondebosch, but on the 1st May 1900, 

Keogh was ordered to take half of No 

3 to Springfontein and set up a tented 

hospital, where he would become 

Principle Medical Officer with the rank 

of Lieutenant Colonel.  The hospital   

was initially for 480 beds but was later 

increased to 600. Springfontein lies on 

the junction of the railway from 

Johannesburg to East London and 

Port Elizabeth and De Aar. It lies about 

450 miles from Cape Town and about 

100 miles south of Bloemfontein. The 

personnel arrived on 5th May and 

started to erect the hospital. Keogh 

made little of his difficulties to the 

Royal Commission to which he gave 

evidence. Asked if he had had any 

difficulty in getting proper equipment 

he answered, "It was somewhat slow, 

but I had no great difficulty. Nobody 

threw any obstacles in my way at all. 

Just at the beginning I was rather 

pressed for bed-pans, but a clergyman 

from the Soldier’s Home got into a 

train one day and went to De Aar, and 

brought me down all I required. I had 

some, but not as many as I would 

have liked. I arrived on the 5th and got 

a convoy on the 9th or 10th, and 300 

sick came in in the early morning. I 

had no beds or mattresses for them, 

but I got a quantity of hay from the 

Army Service Corps. The day they 

arrived I got my beds up, and they 

were very comfortable. There was a 

little delay in providing the beds: I did 

not bring them up with me, they were 

to follow. I bought tents and articles of 

equipment, but not beds.  My tents 

were made up from No 3 at 

Rondebosch, but I could take away the 

beds from there without diminishing 

the number of beds in the hospital. 

The surgeon said he would provide me 

with beds, and I expected them there 

when I arrived, but they did not come. 

For one day the patients were on 

straw." 

Father Patrick O'Toole, writing about 

Keogh in the 'Tablet' said, "He started 

one hospital at Springfontein single 

handed, and had to carry some of the 



tents on his back from the station, and 

stayed up all night making soup for the 

patients. Whole loads of fever-stricken 

soldiers were pouring in without any 

notice.  He was a most unselfish man.   

The Chaplains were allotted General's 

tents, by his orders, but he quite 

content with a small bell tent for 

himself. He was endowed with a gentle 

and cheerful temperament which was 

a source of inspiration and incentive to 

all who served under him." 

At the end of May, No 3 General 

Hospital was joined by the civilian 

Welsh Hospital. The hospital had 

arrived in Cape Town on May 4 1900, 

and the Surgeons and Dressers were 

at once sent to Bloemfontein to help 

cope with the outbreak of enteric and 

dysentery. Here they lost a dresser 

and a nurse from the infection. At the 

end of May the hospital opened at 

Springfontein, and received its first 71 

patients on June 7th. On arrival at 

Springfontein, their senior surgeon, 

Professor Thomas Jones, and Dr 

Davies died from infection caught at 

Bloemfontein. Colonel Keogh was 

appointed Army Medical Officer in 

charge of the Welsh Hospital. 

The Hospitals were receiving patients 

suffering from the enteric plague at 

Bloemfontein. During the months of 

June, July and August that Keogh was 

with No 3 at Springfontein, they 

received 2796 patients of which 82 

died. This was remarkable as most of 

the patients were arriving in an 

advanced state of enteric. Professor 

Hughes replaced Professor Jones in 

the Welsh Hospital. He arrived on July 

6th and wrote to the Committee in 

Wales. "Everyone on the Staff is in the 

best of spirits and working most 

heartily. They have had as many as 

110 patients in at one time. We have 

received a fresh convoy today from 

Wynberg and Kroonstadt. The work is 

intensely interesting. I think this is 

beautifully healthy place - all the 

mischief to the Staff was done at 

Bloemfontein before they arrived 

here." Next week he reported: "Had a 

lot in from Pretoria - very interesting 

fellows. They have had a rough time 

and are so grateful.  It is terribly cold - 

16° of frost last night."   

Transport was always a problem.  

Keogh pointed out that a General 

Hospital did not need much transport, 

apart from a few ambulances and a 

few ordinary wagons for collection and 

delivering of rations. On arrival at 

Springfontein, Keogh had no transport 

and this caused some difficulty. He 

wired the Surgeon General, who sent 

transport up from Port Elizabeth. This 

arrived in four days. The transport  

was used extensively, not only to 

transport the sick and wounded  but for 

collecting and delivering stores. The 

Welsh Hospital also had the use of his 

transport. Keogh, in his evidence to 

the Royal Commission, stated that he 

ran his General Hospitals as he would 

a Station Hospital at home, even 

'though this was against the 

regulations. In a General Hospital, 

there is a Surgical Division and a 

Medical Division. Each of these has a 

clerk who enters the admissions and 

discharges to his Division and the 

Hospital has a clerk who also enters 

the admissions and discharges. The 

Senior Medical Officer in each Division 



is responsible for the discharges. In a 

Station Hospital, the PMO is 

responsible for admission and 

discharging of every patient."  Keogh 

went on "A convoy comes in, you look 

at the nominal roll and you say, 'this 

man is to go to the medical side, and 

that man to the surgical division.' 

When the medical officer thinks the 

man is fit to go out, instead of sending 

him to the head of the surgical division 

he sends him to me and I discharge 

him, and the head of the division is 

able to do professional work in his 

wards. This reduces the work by two 

thirds." He goes on to say that 

numbers do not matter. "I should not in 

the least mind if I had 1,800 patients in 

my hospital tomorrow, as it would not 

make very much difference to me.  I 

could look after all the work. 

I have no news from the outside 

world..... Springfontein is just a railway 

junction. Although I fill in every hour of 

the day with work, I have nothing to tell 

you. This is my daily record.  

0700 hours – Get up 

0730 to 0800 hours – Office 

0800 hours – Breakfast 

0900 to 1030 hours Officers Hospital 

and Wards in Main Hospital 

1030 to 1130 hours – Office 

1130 to 1300 hours – Welsh Hospital 

1300 to 1330 hours - Lunch 

1330 to 1400 hours – Office 

1600 hours – afternoon tea – then 

onto Welsh Hospital again until 

1800 hours 

1800 to 1900 – Officers Hospital and 

Main Hospital  

1900 hours – Dinner 

2100 hours – Visit Enteric Division 

and go to the night sisters and see 

all is right for the night - then bed. 

It is only before bedtime that I manage 

to write to you. You can't imagine what 

a lot there is thrown on me by the 

Welsh Hospital - because they are all 

civilians in it, and every little thing has 

to be settled by me personally. Today I 

got Prof Hughes to dismiss the 

Quartermaster and he goes to England 

on Tuesday. 

There is some talk of troops going 

from here to China, but there won't be 

any more RAMC. There are none to 

spare. The Army is beginning to find 

out our value at last. My pal Burdett 

Coutts has made a good deal of fuss 

out of the difficulties at the front. 

Things are not as bad as he painted 

them, but undoubtedly, they might 

have been better - the Surgeon 

General made the mistake in sending 

up the new Hospital instead of sending 

forward the old and tried ones. 

No 2 General Hospital became the 

largest tented hospital in the world, 

with 1,200 beds. Father Patrick 

O'Toole was the Chaplain at No 2, and 

wrote in the 'Tablet': "Lieut-Col Keogh 

was in charge as PMO. Under his able 

administration everything worked out 

with mechanical precision. His energy 

was indomitable. During a heavy storm 



when there was a real danger of being 

washed away, I have seen him creep 

round the tents to see if any of the 

patients were suffering from the storm 

and being properly attended to". 

It was at this time that Keogh came to 

the attention of Field Marshal Roberts. 

He was given extra pay for the duties 

he carried out, was mentioned in 

Dispatches, and was awarded the CB. 

In a letter home at this time, Keogh 

writes: 

"The work is getting much harder. I 

now have 978 beds - the very biggest 

thing, I think, every seen in the way of 

Hospitals under canvas.  Even now, I 

can't cope with the numbers coming in, 

and have written to Gubbins tonight to 

tell him that another Hospital of 300 

beds must be brought up. They think I 

can do any single thing, but I am sick 

of the whole show, and I am not up to 

keeping on this incessant work." 

 

CHAPTER FIVE 

War Office Committee 
On 

The Reorganisation of the Army 
Medical & Nursing Services 

 

The Royal Commission into the Care 

and Treatment of the sick and 

wounded in the South African 

Campaign had been very critical of the 

Army Medical Services and its 

organisation and personnel. 

In July 1901, the Secretary of State for 

War, Mr St John Brodrick (later Lord 

Middleton), convened a War Office 

Committee to discuss a scheme for the 

Reorganisation of the Army Medical 

and Nursing Services. The Committee 

consisted of eminent Surgeons and 

Physicians, Civil Servants and a 

representative of the Indian Medical 

Service, Surgeon General Hooper. 

The surprise representative of the 

Royal Army Medical Corps was the 

young and recently promoted 

Lieutenant Colonel A. Keogh CB. 

Many, in his place, might have been 

overawed by the 'pundits' and senior 

officers on the Committee, but from the 

first meeting on 8th July 1901, he 

stated his views forcibly. The 

Committee soon realized that Keogh 

had thought through his subject and 

was prepared to see that the RAMC 

were treated fairly and with respect. 

The first meeting on 5th July 1901, 

concentrated initially on the 

recruitment of competent young 

doctors in the RAMC. Improved rates 

of pay and terms of service were 

discussed, which met with the 

approval of Keogh. 

In 1904, the Esher Committee was 

formed to reorganise the War Office, in 

which the Medical Services again 

came to be discussed.  An Army 

Council was formed together with a 

General Staff and the Commander-in-

Chief became the Chief of the Imperial 

General Staff. The Esher Committee 

was far reaching, but Keogh, although 

consulted could not speak with 

authority as he was only the Deputy 

Director. He did, however, support the 

British Medical Association in their 

efforts to obtain a seat on the Army 

Council for the DGAMS, which failed.  



The DGAMS was to come under the 

Adjutant General who, it was 

reckoned, was capable of putting 

forward the views of the Army Medical 

Services.   If necessary the DGAMS 

could be called to attend a meeting of 

the Council. Keogh was to fight this 

decision. On December 2nd 1904, 

Keogh was promoted substantive 

Colonel, and the following day, 

Surgeon General. On January 1st 

1905, he became Surgeon General, 

ranking as Lieutenant General on 

being appointed Direct General of The 

Army Medical Service. He went from 

Substantive Lieutenant Colonel to 

Lieutenant General within a month, 

surely the quickest promotion the Army 

has ever seen! At this time he was 

aged 48. His appointment as Director 

General at such a young age caused a 

lot of comment. Most of the officers of 

the RAMC welcomed the appointment, 

but many who were senior to Keogh, 

resented it. 

One of the letters he received was 

from General Fawcett, Principle 

Medical Officer, Irish Command, dated 

20th December 1904, who was to 

become his Deputy Director General, 

although senior to Keogh in service: 

"You have my heartiest best wishes. It 

seldom happens that the most suitable 

candidate is appointed to fill a great 

post, but in this case the right man has 

been selected and this I can say 

without a trace of soreness or regret.  

For a time you will encounter both 

resistance and not a little ill feeling, but 

all that will pass away if not fanned or 

fed with fuel. You have the ability. May 

you retain the great bodily and mental 

strength that is necessary to make 

your time advantageous to the great 

service you are called to govern." 

A magazine called ''Truth", no doubt 

fuelled by those opposed to the 

appointment,    wrote: "the 

appointment of Lieutenant Colonel 

Keogh as Director General of the Army 

Medical Service had been very 

strongly condemned in profession 

quarters, and from what I can learn, 

justly. The new Director General has 

less than twenty-five years’ service, 

and a few months ago were about 

fortieth on the list of Lieutenant 

Colonels RAMC, though he seems to 

have jumped up recently in an almost 

miraculous manner. He has seen no 

war service (sic) and had no claim to 

the appointment, except the fact that 

he had served as Deputy Director 

General.  It would be absurd to 

suggest that among all the Surgeons 

Generals and Lieutenant Colonels 

senior to him none could be found 

better qualified by service and 

experience for the command of the 

whole of the medical branch of the 

Army and is notorious that his was not 

the case. 

The appointment, if it was not a job in 

the ordinary acceptation of the term, is 

the most conspicuous example that 

has yet occurred in the working of the 

Advisory Board, which has created so 

much dissatisfaction in the higher 

ranks of the Army Medical Service" 

and much more in the same  vein. 

'The Army & Navy Gazette' hinted at 

malign influences at work in the 

appointment.  "Distinguished Officers 

were passed over, and a great deal of 



resentment is naturally felt in the Army 

Medical Service.   Many who did not 

know what influences had  operated  

to  prevent the appointment of four 

very eminent officers who were 

nominated for the post were surprised 

by what had happened." 

The Medical Press was pleased by the 

appointment of Keogh as DGMS. The 

British Medical Journal, in a leader, 

wrote. "A comparatively junior officer 

has been recommended for the 

appointment because his previous 

services marked him out as pre-

eminently fit for the post. On the other 

hand, the military authorities, though 

they could find no objection to the 

appointment, could not bring 

themselves to depart from the routine 

method. Every influence that could be 

brought to bear on the Secretary of 

State for War was made use of to 

prevent an appointment which was 

looked upon.... In Pall Mall as an 

opening of the floodgates of revolution.  

The struggle was indeed a death 

grapple between the old system and 

the new.'' 

The Leader went on "one of the 

personal characteristics of the new 

Director General which inspired the 

best hope for the success of his 

administration is the fact that in him 

the doctor has never been submerged 

in the officer.....He is known to be 

particularly anxious that the officers of 

the Royal Army Medical Corps should 

be thoroughly efficient in their proper 

work, which is the treatment and 

especially the prevention of disease. 

As his appointment is the knell of the 

parting day of promotion by seniority, 

we hope it may also be taken as an 

omen that the time is gone by, when 

the Army could be regarded either as a 

refuge for the professionally incapable 

or as an easy career in which playing 

at soldier was agreeable occupation 

diversified by the dissipations of 

garrison society and the excitement of 

sport." 

This leader produced a violent 

response in the Army & Navy Gazette 

from one who signed himself 'Nemo 

Me Impune Lacessit'. "Anything in 

worse taste than the leading article in 

the BMJ ....can scarcely be 

conceived.'' He continues that many 

had withdrawn their subscriptions to 

the Journal because of the insults to 

the RAMC and past Director Generals. 

He goes on "has it come to this that no 

military medical officer may take a 

pride in his position  and hunt, shoot or 

race in the intervals  of  professional  

work  without  being  dubbed  an  

inefficient  doctor  unfit  for  the  Army 

Medical Service? 

The BMJ did a survey of the Medical 

Press and of the officers of the RAMC. 

''The Lancet', 'The Practitioner' , 'The 

Hospital', 'The Scottish Medical and 

Surgical Journal', all welcomed the 

appointment.  As to the officers of the 

RAMC, the BMJ says, "we have been 

at considerable pains to discover how 

the appointment has been received, 

and the evidence which we have been 

able to obtain goes to show that the 

appointment is regarded with 

satisfaction by the great body of the 

officers of the Royal Army Medical 

Corps." 



The task facing the new Director was 

formidable. Both the Committee for the 

Reorganisation the Medical Services 

and the Esher Committee to reform the 

War Office failed to address the 

problems, fully, of pay and under 

manning. The BMA was persisting in 

not recommending a career in the 

RAMC or the IMS. In addition a proper 

sanitation organisation had failed to 

materialise.  The Esher Committee 

appeared to regard the Medical 

Services and the DGAMS as relatively 

minor organisations.   They did not 

address the problems of a Medical 

Reserve in time of war.  All these 

problems and others fell onto the 

shoulders of the new Director General.  

Some two months after becoming 

Director, General Keogh wrote to Lord 

Roberts on 22nd March 1905:  

"Dear Lord Roberts, 

Our position with regard to 

establishment is slightly improved as 

regards officers. We asked for an 

increase of 50 in this year's estimates 

and the Treasury sanctioned 25, but 

we are now pressing for the 50; and 

next year I shall ask for 40 more, thus 

bringing our peace establishment up to 

the number, which the Army Board 

approved when your Lordship was 

Commander-in-Chief. We really 

require some 200 (minus 40 already 

given last year), to form a nucleus for 

war, round which we group civil aid, 

which will amount to 34% of the whole 

medical officer personnel. 

But there is no improvement in our 

position as regards the subordinate 

personnel (Quartermasters, NCO's 

and men). I have been unsuccessful in 

getting a single individual added." He 

goes on about the problems of 

mobilization. He had been told that the 

RAMC was to prepare for Medical 

support for 1 Army Corps, 6 Divisions 

and 4 Cavalry Brigades. By holding 

nothing in reserve, and almost 

denuding all the Home Hospitals and 

withdrawing 20% from Colonies, he 

could 'scrape' together 3613 

Quartermasters, NCO's and men 

including Volunteers, Militia and Aid 

Societies. This was over 2000 short of 

what would be required. The letter 

continues: "I am impressing our needs 

upon the Adjutant General. Your 

Lordship will remember that it is to me 

a source of great regret that the whole 

of the medical establishment in war is 

used for the treatment on disease and 

that we take no share in the work of 

prevention beyond making 

recommendations to Commanders of 

Units etc. which may or may not under 

exigencies of the moment be carried 

out. I plead that though the needs of 

the sick in war are an important 

consideration, the needs of the healthy 

men should be the first care of the 

Medical Corps.... Sir Ian Hamilton sent 

us a splendid report on the Medical 

and Sanitary arrangements of the 

Japanese Army. I wish the Defence 

Committee could get this paper. (In 

1904, Sir Ian Hamilton had been a 

British Attaché attached to the 

Japanese Army fighting Russia in 

Manchuria. He later wrote a book "A 

Staff Officers Scrap Book" of his 

experiences in which he described the 

Japanese Army Medical Service and 

its success at prevention of diseases 



which afflicted Armies such as cholera, 

dysentery and enteric.) 

I am every day more and more 

convinced, that placing the Director 

General under the Adjutant General 

was a terrible mistake. All I ask for is 

full responsibility and to be only 

responsible to the Secretary of State 

and Army Council. In Haldane, Keogh 

found a Minister with whom he could 

work. Haldane found a Director 

General of Medical Service who was 

capable and more than willing to 

support and carry out the reforms set 

up by Haldane." 

Keogh had four main aims for the 

Medical Services. He wanted the Civil 

Medical and Army Medical Services to 

work closely together. The Civilian 

Surgeons and Specialists were more 

experienced in many things whilst the 

Army was expert at other aspects, and 

both could learn from the other. The 

close liaison was helped by the 

respect that was son held for Queen 

Alexandria's Military Hospital and 

Royal Army Medical College for Post-

Graduate Training and Research at 

Millbank. As a result, Civilian 

Consultants were soon agreeing to be 

employed by the Army.  On the staff of 

the Hospital at Millbank were 

consultants of distinction from the 

London Teaching Hospitals. 

Keogh's insistence that the diseases 

that had decimated Armies at war, 

such as Typhoid and dysentery, were 

preventable and he argued for the 

establishment of an Army School of 

Hygiene. In November 1906, this 

school was opened at Ash Vale, near 

Aldershot, staffed by officers with 

experience in hygiene, sanitation and 

disease prevention , where not only 

the RAMC were to be instructed in 

these subjects, but Regimental 

Officers and NCO's as  well. 

Keogh, with Haldane, realised that 

another war would produce enormous 

casualties with modem weapons. He 

wished to reorganise the Regular Field 

Units to deal with these casualties and 

develop new units. In addition, he 

realised that the Regular 

Establishment of the RAMC would not 

be able to cope with casualties in a 

future war.  He needed Civilian doctors 

and nurses to be trained in Military 

Medicine and form a reserve in case of 

war. Haldane's formation of a 

Territorial Force enabled Keogh to find 

this reserve. 

Haldane brought in the Territorial & 

Reserve Forces Bill. This was to 

replace the old Militia and Volunteers. 

The Militia was to become the Special 

Reserve, which would reinforce the 

Regular Army Units immediately on 

the outbreak of war. The Volunteers, 

which were fairly 'ad hoc' organisation, 

were to become a Reserve Army, a 

Territorial Force, organised in 

Divisions on the lines of the Regular 

Divisions. 

Keogh was given the task of forming 

Territorial Force RAMC units. He could 

only do this with the help of British 

Medical Association and in 

consultation with the Civilian Medical 

Authorities. 

One of his first problems was the 

shortfall in personnel of the RAMC. He 

formed a committee to look into the 



requirements of the Regular Army, in 

peace and war. So the Committee had 

to consider the problems under two 

headings: The establishment of the 

Medical Corps required for an 

Expeditionary Force in War, and the 

employment in peace of that portion of 

the establishment serving with the 

Colours. 

For the purpose of description I 

propose to divide the disease 

prevention in an Army in the field into 

two heads, viz: Unit Sanitation and 

Sanitation of Geographical Areas. The 

organisation in each is, from the 

administrative point of view, 

fundamentally different. Units are 

Battalions of Infantry, Regiments of 

Cavalry, and Batteries of Artillery etc. 

Armies are large masses of men 

leading a nomadic life, traversing large 

tracts of country, camping in one often 

for prolonged periods and therefore 

places under conditions admirably 

adapted for their destruction by 

disease; this now infrequently 

happens, whilst always a heavy 

preventable impairment of efficiency 

incurred ..........The circumstances in 

the British Army under which these 

things have occurred were these. It 

was the duty of a regimental doctor 

primarily appointed for clinical work, to 

draw the attention of the Officer 

Commanding to sanitary matters 

affecting the unit, and to make 

recommendations connected 

therewith.  He then retired to his tent 

and remained an inactive spectator of 

the future course of events.  It is true 

that in the case of need he had a 

remedy in case of the non-compliance 

of his recommendations, he might 

report his Commanding Officer, and 

leave further events to the General 

Officer Commanding. The highly 

technical work, was, therefore, 

imposed upon laymen; the technical 

expert was an adviser. The sanitary 

work of a Regimental Medical Officer 

was in truth supplementary to his first 

aid work, to what were called his 

purely professional duties........ 

We have changed this limited 

conception. We place the sanitary 

work of a Regimental Medical Officer 

in this first line of his duties. 

The Territorial Army of the future will 

be Divisional Organisation, the 

Division being raised in fixed areas, for 

which purpose England, Scotland and 

Wales have been divided into 11 

areas, each consisting of a certain and 

varying number of counties. A Division 

will consist of troops of various arms of 

the service - Artillery, Engineers, 

Cavalry and Infantry, with Army 

Service Corps for supply and general 

transport duties and Territorial Medical 

Corps for Sanitary, Medical and 

Medical Transport duties. The Medical 

Service of a Division is required for 

various purposes. Each Division in the 

Regular Army has 3 Field Ambulances 

(organisations each consisting of 10 

officers, 241 NCO's and men). These 

receive the sick and wounded from the 

Regimental Medical Officer....transfer 

them, under arrangements made by 

the Principle Medical Officer to the 

localities where we propose to 

organize Hospital Staffs. The 

distribution of the Staff of Officers, 

NCO's and men, must therefore be as 

follows: 



l. To Battalions 

2. To Field Medical Units 

3. To Hospitals on lines of 

communications 

4. To Hospitals at the base 

5. To the Administrative Staffs of 

the Divisions 

Now here is the position of the expert 

sanitarian, the Medical Officer of 

Health. In war, there is a necessity for 

constant supervision over the 

environment of the fighting force. The 

danger of laxity in sanitary matters is 

ever present. The Battalion Medical 

Officer should efficiently conserve the 

sanitation of the Battalion as part of 

the internal economy of the Corps and 

to this end Military Sanitation should 

be taught to them, so that both by 

them and the Officers of the Corps 

generally, sanitation should be taught 

to combatant units, for unless there is 

a co-ordinated system of sanitation 

throughout the Army, unless the area 

of country in which Troops are 

operating is supervised by the co-

ordinated sanitary Department, the 

efforts of the individual may readily fail. 

An organised Military Department of 

sanitation must, therefore, be called 

into existence ... It is obvious that an 

appeal is only possible to one set of 

men -the Health Officers of the 

Country... ... and it is equally obvious 

that without their assistance in time of 

invasion, the Territorial Army will have 

to solve its sanitary problems, under 

extremely difficult conditions, as best it 

may.   

I propose, therefore, to ask the 

Medical Officers of Health of the 

Country to combine in a great 

voluntary organisation having as it 

object the preservation of the health of 

the large masses of men who may one 

day be required to defend the country. 

I ask them to enrol themselves in the 

RAMC of the Territorial Army". 

An  additional  aid  to  preventative  

medicine  was  the  acceptance  of  

anti-typhoid  inoculation. Between the 

South African War and 1914, trials 

were held in India, which proved 

successful.  Surprisingly, it was never 

made compulsory, but Keogh, with the 

support later in the Great War of 

Kitchener, encouraged the inoculation 

of officers and men in the Army. 

Keogh's object of forming a Medical 

Reserve that could be called upon in 

time of war: a Reserve of the Civilian 

Doctors, Surgeons and Nurses, trained 

in Military Medicine was helped by 

Haldane's Territorial and Reserve 

Forces Army was to be provided by 

the Special Reserve, which replaces 

the old Militia, and indeed, was 

frequently called, incorrectly, the 

Militia. The Volunteers were reformed 

into The Territorial Force, and 

organised into Divisional 

organisations. 

The whole responsibility of home 

defence would be undertaken by the 

Citizen or Territorial Army. The 

absence of the expeditionary force 

implied the removal of the regular 

medical service of the Army, which 

was not, as a matter of fact, sufficiently 

large for the purpose of completely 

satisfying the needs of the 



expeditionary force, but was large 

enough to form a sufficiently good 

nucleus. The whole responsibility for 

the medical arrangements of the 

Citizen Anny, if there were an invasion 

during the absence of the Regular 

Army would devolve upon the medical 

profession. The leaders   of military 

thought were thoroughly wide-awake 

to the immense importance of the 

relation which the medical service bore 

to the Army. There was a time when 

this was not so, but military science 

was now being studied, and it was now 

clearly realised that the battles of the 

future were not going to be won simply 

at the point of the bayonet, but by the 

different sciences composing the 

Army. The duty of the medical service 

might be summed up in the phrase -

the maintenance of the fighting 

strength of the Army. 

Keogh went on to describe the 

wastage of the Army in South Africa 

due to preventable disease, and lack 

of a sanitary service.  He pointed out 

there was now a School of Hygiene at 

Aldershot to train, not only the Regular 

and Territorial Medical Services but 

also Regimental officers and men. 

Keogh said, "There were to be eleven 

specific areas recognised under the 

scheme, and every division would 

have a medical officer on the staff of 

the general , from whom he would 

receive his orders and convey them to 

the staff in his area - thus securing co-

ordination in the medical and military 

movements. With the Chief Medical 

Officer of each division there should be 

a sanitary officer.  With each battalion 

there should be a sanitary 

organisation. Every sanitary officer in 

the country should be asked to join 

that force. Without an efficient sanitary 

service it would not require foreigners 

to bowl over our Territorials, for when 

they are mobilised- coming as they did 

from all quarters and from all 

conditions of life-disease would break 

out much more rapidly than in an 

encampment of Regulars, who would 

come straight from the barracks, 

where their health was under constant 

supervision ." 

Keogh went on to propose that there 

should be twenty-three general 

hospitals at the great education 

centres, so that the aid of the most 

eminent experts in the profession, 

could be obtained; three field 

ambulances, consisting of nine 

medical officers and a quartermaster 

and 230 NCO's and men would also 

be required for each division. 

The response to Keogh's scheme, in 

consultation with the BMA, was 

enthusiastic. The annual returns for 

Medical Units of the Territorial Army in 

1909 and 1910 showed them 

approaching and each reaching their 

establishments. It did fall off after the 

initial enthusiasm, and by 1913 there 

was a shortfall of 379.  Haldane's 

reforms of the Army were playing 

dividends. The Regular Army were 

better organized and trained, and he 

and Keogh produced the best Army 

Medical Service it had ever had.  Small 

Station Hospitals were replaced by 

central hospitals which were equipped 

and staffed by specialists. The Army 

Medical College at Millbank was highly 

regarded by the BMA and Specialists 

from the Teaching Hospitals were 



giving of their time to the Army. Terms 

of service for doctors were improved 

and facilities to study and qualify as 

Specialists were included. Young men 

were no longer   discouraged from 

joining   the RAMC. The Regular 

RAMC   was nearly up to full 

establishment, and the soldier was 

never better looked after.   It was 

pointed out in a Training Document in 

1911, the work of the RAMC included 

the professional organisation of 

sanitary precautions, the collection of 

sick and wounded, the compilation of 

records, the transportation  of  the sick 

and sounded from the front, the 

discipline and maintenance of 

combatants under their charge, and 

replenishment of medical and surgical 

requirements.  Inaddition, like any 

other officer  in the Army, they were 

responsible for the welfare of the men 

under their command, and organising 

their camps and movements. A 

syllabus of training was drawn up to 

train Medical Officers in military 

matters and in 1910, medical 

manoeuvres were inaugurated. By 

1914, a uniform system of training 

existed for the Regulars, Territorials, 

Special Reserve as well as the 

medical services in India and 

Dominions.  

Ian Whitehead in his book ''Doctors in 

the Great War" summed up Haldane's 

and Keogh's reforms  thus "the most  

significant  of  all was the cumulative 

effect of Haldane's  reforms;   they  

completed the process of winning over 

the confidence of the medical 

profession in the Army. The 

reorganisation of the auxiliary medical 

service was as important for the 

manner of its achievement as for its 

end result.    Haldane    and    Keogh    

had    clearly    demonstrated    that 

the War Office was now ready to listen 

to medical opinion. Also, with the 

promotion of sanitary discipline 

throughout all ranks of the Army, and 

establishment of a sanitary corps and 

commissions, the profession at last 

found itself with the means and 

conditions necessary to the success of 

its principle function -disease 

prevention. The long battle by the BMA 

against the forces of prejudice and 

ignorance within the Army had thus 

come to an end. Medical Officers and 

their work had finally been accorded 

the status that their role deserved. The 

cloud had been truly lifted and none 

too soon for the War Office and 

Nation; without the trust and goodwill 

of the BMA the task of organising the 

medical profession for war might well 

have floundered, despite the patriotic 

response of medical practitioners to 

the nation 's call ."    

The Nursing Service for the Army, 

worldwide, was now the Queen 

Alexandra’s Imperial Military Nursing 

Service (QAIMNS). This came under 

control of H.M. the Queen as 

President. A Nursing Board was 

formed on which the DGAMS was 

Chairman, two Members of the 

Advisory Board, the Matron-in-Chief, 

three Matrons of large civil hospitals 

with medical schools, a representative 

of  the India Office, and two members 

nominated by Her Majesty and holding 

office for three years. The grades in 

the QAIMNS were to be Matron-in-

Chief and Principle Matrons, Matrons, 

Sisters and Nurses, each of which 



would wear the appropriate badges of 

rank. 

In addition to the female nurses, there 

were male nurses of the RAMC. These 

were trained at Aldershot and at the 

Cambridge Hospital and sent to 

selected hospitals for the further 

training. 

In October 1909, Keogh travelled to 

the USA as a delegate to the 18th 

Annual Meeting of the Association of 

Military Surgeons of the United States 

in Washington.  He was elected as 

President of the Association of Military 

Surgeons worldwide and remained 

President until his retirement. In 

February 1910, he was awarded the 

Mary Kingsley Medal by the Liverpool 

School of Tropical Medicine, "in 

recognition of the services you have 

rendered to the study of Tropical 

Medicine." 

In 1910, Keogh came to the end of his 

five year appointment, aged 53, and 

was retired from the Army.  In those 

short five years, Keogh and Haldane 

had reformed an Army Medical   

Service from one which was shunned 

by the British Medical Association, to 

one which was the admiration of the 

Medical World.  Civil and Military 

Medicine were co-operating to the 

benefit of both.  The regular RAMC 

was up to strength and professional in 

its work. It would prove insufficient for 

the task that was to befall it, but a 

reserve had been formed. An efficient 

Territorial Force RAMC had been 

formed, initially for Home Defence, but 

was to prove an efficient Reserve in 

the coming war. A Medical Staff 

College had been formed for the 

further education of the Army Doctors; 

a School of Hygiene was proving 

successful in training the Army, both 

Medical and Regimental, in educating 

the Army in the prevention of disease.  

An efficient Nursing Service had been 

formed in the form of QAIMNS, who 

were serving throughout the world. In 

short, the Soldier had never been 

better looked after, and the RAMC 

were to prove themselves worthy in 

the coming war. It was an incredible 

achievement. 

On retiring Keogh was elected a 

Fellow of Royal College of Physicians: 

Honorary Fellow of the Royal College 

of Surgeons (England, Edinburgh and 

Ireland) awarded the Mary Kingsley 

Medal of the Liverpool School of 

Tropical Medicine. (To be continued) 

 

RED BERETS AND RED 

CROSSES 

The Story of the Medical Services in 

the 1st Airborne Division in WW2 by 

Niall M.G. Cherry. 

Many books have been written about 

the Airborne Forces during World War 

2 but very few give justice to or tell the 

story of the men of the Airborne 

Medical Services. Here, as a single 

volume, is the complete story of part of 

the Airborne Medical Services, that of 

the 1st Airborne Division-from its 

beginnings in the early days of the 

war, to the disbandment of the 1st 

Airborne Division in November 1945. 

Available again after being out of print 

for a few years the book deals with the 



formation of the various units and tells 

for the first time in detail their role in 

the cross channel raid on the radar site 

at Bruneval. Subsequent operations in 

North Africa, Sicily and Italy are also 

covered. The real strength of this book 

is in its account of the part played by 

the medical services during the battle 

for Arnhem and Oosterbeek. This has 

never before been told in such great 

detail, with members of the medical 

services own accounts interspersed 

with details from official records and 

reports.  

The final chapters deal with the 

aftermath of this battle in Apeldoorn 

and POW camps before going into 

disbandment via a short journey to 

Norway dealing with the German 

surrender. 

The book is complemented by over 

100 illustrations (many published for 

the first time), maps and tables. This 

edition includes a revised nominal roll 

of medics at Arnhem which includes 

over 150 new names. 

ISBN 978-90-804718-1-8, 168 pages, 

hardback/full colour dust wrapper, 110 

black and white illustrations, 294 x 225 

mm.  Price £27.50  

A copy of the book is available from 

the author at;    

Niall Cherry, 3 Church Road, Warton   

Lancs PR4 1BD or email 

niall.cherry@baesystems.com      

Price is £27.50 per copy + £5.00 per 

copy postage.  Cheques payable to N 

Cherry. 
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Stage 10 of the Journey 

Day 10 What a perfect day! 

We were awake extra early today as 

Paul had decided to leave a couple of 

hours ahead of us so he could stop off 

and climb some Mountain in Glen 

Coe…. NUTTER We got up at the 

usual time, had breakfast and started 

to sort ourselves out.  It was a 

beautiful morning, no rain, clear skies  

and not much wind although there 

seemed to be 2 immediate problems, 

1. Paul had left our bikes locked up 

and had taken the key 

2. A second or two stood still outside 

and we were bitten by midges 

The first was solved by calling Paul 

who told us the key to the other lock 

niall.cherry@baesystems.com%20%20%20%20%20


was the same, the second was 

unavoidable so we rushed out got on 

the bikes and were away.  At least 

when we were moving they could not 

catch us. 

The first hour was a steady climb 

which warmed me up sufficiently to 

allow the removal of my rain jacket 

(yes the same muddy yellow one I 

have worn every day) and Dave and I 

settled into a good rhythm, the sun in 

our faces and all was very well with the 

world.  Rob honked his horn as he 

passed us on the way to meet Paul so 

Paul could lock his stuff in the van at 

the climb start. 

We climbed comfortably and 

descended as fast as we could only 

stopping to take a few pictures of the 

perfect scenery. 

We arrived at the van after about 3 

hours and sat down to eat our cake 

and fruit in glorious sunshine! 

Dave and I thrashed on into Fort 

William without another stop 

completing the leg in just less than 5 hr 

30 min.  We went straight into the town 

centre found a table outside a pub and 

had a pint.  There was no point rushing 

to the campsite as Rob had not 

passed us yet……. 

A cold beer and we were off to the 

campsite where Rob had arrived just 

before us.  We sat on the grass and 

instead of shivering inside the van with 

hands wrapped round hot mugs of tea 

we had another cold beer!  Paul 

arrived about a half hour later and 

joined us. Rob then put on his waders 

and headed to the river which is about 

100m away and as I type he is fishing 

within the shadow of Ben Nevis… it 

really is a picture. 

Not much more to say about today I 

think the pictures say it all. 

Just one big plus we actually went 

passed a bike shop and none of us 

needed to stop…………… 

 

Me on the way to Glencoe 

 

Tourist trap…. but it had to be done 



 

Rob Fishing in the shadow of Ben 

Nevis 

Day 11: Fort William to Inverness – 

Tuesday 19 June 2012 

 

Stage 11 of the Journey 

 

Commando War Memorial 

Leaving Fort William into the 

unknown. 

As usual the finish of Day 10 was 

spent in a local pub. After a pint or two 

or perhaps we broke the rule 

yesterday we discussed today’s route! 

About an hour out of Fort William we 

arrived at the Commando War 

Memorial where Paul had very kindly 

arranged an RAF fly past we were 

posing for the photos when the 

Tornado turned up, rolled over and 

shot off.  We were too busy having our 

pictures taken to acknowledge the 

gesture but thanks chaps. 

Now back to yesterday when we were 

in the pub discussing the route after a 

beer or two……. There were a couple 

of choices which were “follow the 

direct route into Inverness” or Paul 

suggested a more scenic route that 

might be a little hillier but the views 

would be spectacular.  I don’t 

remember who had the casting vote 

but apparently it was my fault. We hit 

that hill just after Fort Augusta and 

bloody hell it was a proper hill… about 

1100 ft and reasonably steep.  To cut 

a very painful story short we got to the 

top and couldn’t see a thing as the 

mist had come down, but apparently 

we were smiling. 

The next hour or so was actually very 

rewarding steep climbs that were short 

and descents of about the same so 

belt the shit out of on the down and 

push on the up.  When we did get to 

the top after about 30 false summits 

Paul was right it was spectacular. 



Blasting and I mean blasting down we 

then hit a junction in the road where it 

was about 20 miles to Inverness. 

There was another discussion about 

the direct route or the quieter not 

guaranteed flat route… We again 

stupidly opted for the unknown.  The 

sun was out and we were full of 

enthusiasm we had loads of time it 

was only about 1 pm. 

We pottered in to place called Falls of  

Foyers and stopped for tea.  Sitting in 

the sunshine I stupidly commented 

that “touch wood we had been really 

lucky with the weather today” I am not 

exaggerating within 30 seconds it 

started to rain and within 2 minutes we 

were grabbing our tea and running to 

get inside.  The familiar “hugging a 

warm cup  syndrome” set in again. 

When it slowed I put my coat on and 

got ready to go by the time I turned 

round Paul and Dave had gone.  The 

descent out was a bit scary for me on 

those small wheels VERY steep “S” 

bends a lot of running water so I took it 

easy and did not catch the B****rds for 

about 3 miles . 

When I finally did catch them I said I 

was fine and there was no need to 

wait… Paul said they were not waiting 

they just slowed as the rain was 

moving ahead of us. 

We just pottered into Inverness at 

about 15 mph…. I know that because 

we had one of those traffic signs that 

smiled at us and told us we were not 

breaking the limit! 

Another day when I have seen parts of 

Scotland I will probably never see 

again. 

We arrived at the camp site to see Rob 

with a nice clean shiny van and a 

cuppa, showered and heading out to 

dinner in the local Italian. 

A couple of observations about the 

bike, the clearance under the pedals is 

F*** all when cornering, forget to lift 

the inside pedal and you would be off.  

Steep downhill and it is as fast as 

anything… Graham Obree riding 

position arse in air hands tight and just 

gun it… Scary as hell but you only live 

once. 

 

Paul and me having tae on the side 

of the Caledonian Canal 



 

Almost at the top….. in the wrong 

gear so push push push 

 

A short breather at the top looking 

forward to the run down 

 

Arrived in Inverness. Crossing the 

bridge to the camp site 

 

 

 

Day 12: Inverness to Helmsdale – 

Wednesday 20 June 2012 

 

Stage 12 of the Journey 

 

Dull terrain but we are getting 

closer. 

We had a great dinner last night in 

“Little Italy” in Inverness, then to pub to 

watch the footy and get some more 

blogging done.  Boring game so had a 

drink then went back to our van to get 

some sleep.  I left the others behind as 

they wanted more. 

Slept well but again woke far too early 

because we had (yes I know you won’t 

believe it) bright sunshine. 

We rushed out after breakfast to get 

on the road and after the usual 

pumping up tyres filling bottles, fighting 

over the bananas we were on our way.  

It was sunny enough for me to wear 

my shades but on principle I refused 

to.  I have had them with me since day 

one and day 12 I get to use them?  

Dave and Paul even applied some 



sunscreen, I personally think that is 

tempting fate a little but who knows. 

A really crappy ride out of Inverness 

on the A9 with loads of traffic but 

within 30 mins we were down some 

little B road and peddling along quite 

nicely….. This road led us up a quite 

steep hill and but finished up at the 

Cromarty to Nigg Ferry cutting out 

quite a bit of the A9. They made us 

pay even though Paul told them we 

were doing a charity ride for H4H 

 

Paul coming off the Nigg Ferry. 

There is nothing much to report.  The 

scenery was flat and rather 

uninteresting but today was just about 

getting the next 70ish miles out of the 

way.  The ride was going really well 

and we settled into quite a fast pace 

but still had time to take jokey pictures. 

 

Dave being restrained from 

abandoning his task for a more 

entertaining afternoon! 

We soon arrived at Tain where we 

stopped for Tea. 

After Tain we hit the main road again 

and for 35 miles had a very strong 

headwind that was very difficult to 

make progress against.  We really 

struggled for those last miles and Dave 

and I were very happy to arrive at 

Helmsdale. 



 

On the road to Helmsdale 

 

Helmsdale looking very welcoming 

The van was parked in the local pub 

car park and Rob had left the “Gone 

Fishing” sign on the van. 

 

 

Bikes locked up for the night while 

we go to the pub 

We showered and went for a wander 

round town… being last in the shower 

the water was very hot, Thanks chaps, 

they got cold water! 

Not a lot else to say about today, 

except It was MUCH harder than we 

anticipated and I and really happy that 

stretch is over. 

To finish the day we had an enormous 

plate of fish and chips so now just 

about asleep!!!!! 

Day 13: Helmsdale to John O’Groats 

– Thursday 21 June 2012 

 

Stage 13 and final leg of the journey 



 

Stage 13 and final leg of the journey 

Berriedale Braes… Too easy. (Day 

13: 21 June 2012) 

Just for a change we spent some of 

the evening of the previous day in the 

local, in this case the Belgrave Arms 

where Wendy and Craig very kindly 

allowed us to use their car park for our 

overnight stay. Billy arrived with lunch 

for tomorrow which was 4 freshly 

caught and cooked Lobsters… by now 

we were really roughing it! 

A couple of the locals who had had a 

“few beers” kept laughing at us and 

telling us about the fearful Berriedale 

braes. This is a very steep climb about 

10 miles north of Helmsdale at one 

point it is a 180 degree bend with a 

climb of 13 %. The climb out of 

Helmsdale was derided as “no bother 

compared to the Braes”. We were also 

repeatedly told that the first 10 miles 

was the worst! Billy who is a local 

fisherman cheerily told us he would not 

be taking his boat out tomorrow as the 

weather was going to be too bad, 

strong Northerly winds and rain… 

more laughing about the misery 

awaiting the people from England. 

As usual we woke early and thankfully 

we had been loaned a key to the hotel 

so we could use their facilities, this 

made the “atmosphere” in the van 

much more pleasant while we had 

breakfast. 

With the words of encouragement from 

last night ringing in our ears we locked 

the van and gave the keys to Wendy. 

Rob had decided that he needed a 

proper bed so had booked himself into 

the Belgrave for the night so as we left 

I could almost hear his snoring from 

his comfortable bed. 

Switching on the satnav I could not 

receive a signal so set off on the climb 

out of town, quite a few miles uphill 

and steep at times. By the time we got 

to the top the satnav burst into life and 

I think the lack of signal was Gods way 

of not letting me see the contours of 

the climb therefore not knowing how 

long and steep it would be. 

Paul and I stopped at the top to read 

about the village of Badbea 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Badbea 

Dave was not in a very touristy mood 

so he just waited at the road for us. 

8 miles in we were sailing down 

towards Berriedale and from this side 

the descent is fearsome but I just half 

closed my eyes and hung on trying not 

to think of what would happen if I had 

a front wheel puncture. When we hit 

the bottom we were breaking to make 

the bridge which thankfully we all did. 

We were met at start of the climb with 

a sign informing us it was 13%, we 

couldn’t even see the top as it as some 

way off and round a corner or two. We 

all made it to the top without stopping 

with my heart rate peaking at 85% of 

max, quite a lot lower than it would 

have been when we set off less than 



two weeks ago. We had the now very 

familiar RAF fly past as we reached 

the top 3 fast jets very low over the top 

of us. 

 

 

At the top of the Braes.. I even had 

the energy for a wave 

The weather was being reasonably 

kind to us at this stage with the wind 

slightly from the side so not totally 

against us and we were still dry. 

The first tea stop of the day was taken 

early as we had put in a fair shift so we 

stopped at the delightful tea room 

where the very friendly ladies told us 

the scones were just out of the oven, 

Paul couldn’t resist. As I am watching 

my weight (and had already eaten a 

snickers bar LOL) just had tea. As 

usual leaving the nice warm cosy tea 

room and getting out into the cold was 

a difficult mental challenge but by now 

we were on the home stretch so just 

pushed on. 

The next 20 or so miles into Wick was 

uneventful except that I was feeling so 

good that on seeing a yellow jacket 

cyclist in the distance I suggested to 

Paul that we could easily catch him….. 

We did very easily! 

There was another tea stop in Wick 

mainly to borrow some electricity to 

charge Dave’s phone. I have no phone 

and Paul’s was about flat as well. We 

had not had power to the van last night 

as we were obviously not on a camp 

site so were unable to get all the 

gadgets up and running. 

With about 7 miles to go the wind 

started to try to push us back to 

England but by now nothing would 

have stopped us. The run into John O 

Groats was windy and the temperature 

dropped quite significantly, it was not 

very warm to start with! The blackened 

burnt moorland looked particularly 

bleak. 

Rob was standing at the roadside 

taking photos as arrived. We then 

shook hands and had more pictures 

taken. At this point I presented Dave 

with a H4H wrist band which I am sure 

you will all agree he deserved? 

 

Me presenting Dave with his H4H band.. 

He certainly deserved it! 



 

What a great bike 

We loaded the bikes onto the van and 

it was now time for lunch so we 

opened a bottle of wine which was 

chilled to perfection by leaving it 

outside the van for 30 seconds while 

Rob bought chips… We sat in what 

had been our home for two weeks and 

ate the Lobster which was delicious…. 

Quite a lot of mess though as we all 

smashed and cracked our way through 

them in a most uncivilised manner…. 

Fantastic. 

 

Celebrating our success 

 

 

 

 

 

Day 14: The drive home – Friday 22 

June 2012 

 

No change in the weather… 

To finish off day 14 we set off from 

Johns at about 8 am after a nice cuppa 

and toast in his kitchen rather than the 

van, pure luxury.  Dave offered to take 

the first stint driving which seemed like 

a good idea as he had driven much 

larger vehicles before and his 

company insurance would cover him! 

The plan was 2 hrs each so we could 

really crack on and get home.  The 

route was a little more complicated 

than straight back to my place as Paul 

was going climbing in Wales over the 

weekend and obviously Dave wanted 

to go to his home rather than mine.  So 

drop Paul in Crewe and Dave at Upper 

Minty then through to Farnham. 

True to form the weather was 

absolutely terrible with very high winds 

and plenty of proper rain.  David 

bravely hung onto the steering wheel 

and took us 3 hours closer to home.  A 

stop for Coffee and lunch at services 

was taken, the food on offer was so 

bad even Paul decided not to eat 

there…… we just grabbed coffee and 

made cheese and onion sandwiches 

back in the van. 

I could avoid it no longer as it was my 

turn to drive.  The only words of 



caution were “it’s easy to drive but 

remember it is quite long”.  Off we 

went with the weather getting worse as 

we travelled towards the lakes and 

Yorkshire.  If anyone has seen the 

news from that day they will know that 

there was widespread flooding in that 

region last Friday and I completely 

understand why. 

Arriving at the dreaded M6 junction 21 

we were informed by what must be 

permanently lit signs telling us there 

were delays between junctions 21 and 

17.  Having done this bit of the M6 a 

few times I had gloomily been 

predicting this and sadly I was proved 

right.  The Satnav that had predicted 

arrival at Crewe at about 14:30 finally 

gave in when we got there at 16:00.  

Being unfamiliar with Crewe station I 

promptly drove the van under the taxi 

rank near the entrance… fortunately 

remembering the length of the van as 

there were some very unfriendly 

looking bollards at the entrance.  This 

very narrow lane was never designed 

for a row of taxis and us so to be 

honest I was a little stuck.  A police car 

was parked at the end of the queue 

and by now I had realised we should 

not be here and waited for the helpful 

police to come and see what we were 

doing.  Not a chance of me reversing 

out so I sat there until the first taxi left 

then we pulled in the mirrors breathed 

in and made our way very slowly past 

the queue and by a miracle managed 

to not hit the Police car as we crawled 

past. 

Paul had jumped out and gone to get a 

pint while he waited for his train; 

thankfully he is such a considerate 

chap he had taken all of OUR Snickers 

bars to ensure we did not regain any of 

the weight we had managed to shed in 

the previous 2 weeks. 

On our way again we were guided 

back to the M6 by the trusty Satnav 

and just kept going until we arrived at 

Dave’s.    By now it was about 19:00 

and the sun was shining and it had 

turned into a very pleasant evening. 

Quickly unloading Dave’s stuff we 

“used the facilities” and Rob and I 

continued to my house. 

Arriving at 21:00 we parked up, called 

for a taxi and went out for curry… the 

same Nepalese restaurant where we 

had started our adventure 2 weeks 

earlier. 

Fed and watered it was time for bed so 

home we went. 

Next morning early we were up 

emptying the van and Rob was 

packing for the train home.  At this 

point he realised he had brought a little 

too much kit 1 large bag and 1 

enormous bag, it had been easier for 

him on the way out as he had me to 

help him! 

I dropped Rob at the station and went 

back to sort out my stuff which was 

now all over the kitchen!  Rest of the 

day was dull, vacuuming out the van, 

emptying the toilet (yes I knew I would 

have to do it) washing everything and 

getting the van ready for collection on 

Sunday. 

Very dull end to my account but sadly 

it was a very dull day. 

 



 

Thanks everybody it’s over and I 

miss it…  

June 25, 2012 Michael Drake  

Just thought I would finish this off by 

adding a few notes about the trip and 

my thoughts a few days afterwards. 

It was an absolutely fabulous holiday.  

It is the first time in many years that I 

have really got away from it all.  No TV 

or newspapers, no phone (thanks to 

the weather) nothing except 4 people 

all working together to get to John O 

Groats. 

I found that the people in the UK are in 

the vast majority nice people (the taxi 

drivers in Glasgow we “met” are NOT 

included in this statement).  We met a 

lot of people on the way who were 

always interested in what we were 

doing some spontaneously donating to 

our chosen cause.  On the very first 

day before we had even turned a 

pedal a couple in the car park in 

Penzance donated.  Others in the 

street, campsites and pubs did the 

same.  We made little effort to collect 

money in this way as we all agreed we 

wanted not to be a nuisance to others 

but still we did collect some donations.  

I handed out a lot of flyers with the 

charity web address and my blog 

address and as you can see if you look 

at the flag counter bottom right we 

have had a truly international 

readership! 

The small kindly acts by complete 

strangers.. Giving me a lift out of their 

way to the nearest village when my 

bike broke down, the ladies in the “fat 

fowl” who did not mind me dripping 

filthy water all over their smart cafe 

while I waited for Paul and Dave, the 

young lady near Lockerbie in The 

Queens Hotel bringing us clean dry 

towels with our tea and coffee (we 

must have looked a state), the very 

smiley ladies in the “Tea Rooms” just 

north of Berriedale.  Heather who 

made us cake to sustain us on the 

ride, Billy for the lobster.  Many people 

who know me will have heard my story 

about eating Mangos, whenever I eat 

one I am transported to a low stone 

wall in a very small village in the 

mountains of Nepal, Okhaldhunga 

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Okhaldhun

ga),  eating Lobster will forever be 

associated with John O Groats and our 

ride.  There were many more good 

people and when I could I have 

mention them by name in my blog. 

I need to thank Rob without whom this 

would not have been possible he 

drove the van between sites washed 

up after we had set off on our rides, 

bought fresh provisions  and generally 

made things easier for us (except 

when he got stuck in the mud). 

Dave was my cycling partner most of 

the way, we had long chats (when we 

had the breath) which helped pass the 

day and make the trip enjoyable, 

solitary cycling for days on end is not 

much fun!  Dave also provided the 

majority of the pictures on this blog 



including the beautiful shots of the lake 

in Glencoe. 

A special thank you has to go to Paul 

who I have known since we were very 

young men (he is my sons Godfather).  

As the trip unfolded it was very 

apparent that he had spent many 

hours planning out our route.  He kept 

us off the main roads on traffic free “B” 

roads (I doubt some of them were 

even “B” roads…Tracks more like) for 

large stretches of each day making the 

ride pleasant and safe.  3 interesting 

ferry crossings to avoid long stretches 

of monotonous dual carriageway kept 

us entertained and added to the 

overall enjoyment.  Paul’s enthusiasm 

(even on the wet days he tried to 

convince us it was sunny) was 

infectious and I genuinely enjoyed 

almost the entire trip, I’m not changing 

my mind about the trip to Lanark 

though that was bloody awful. 

With the help of all of you mentioned in 

this blog and those who have read and 

commented on the blog (it’s 

encouraging to know people are 

following your progress) I have been 

able to do something that I have 

wanted to do for a very long time. 

A final thank you must go to all my 

sponsors at the time of writing you 

have donated £6000 with another 

£1200 in gift aid to a very worthy 

cause. 

Cheers 

Mick 

 

£7740 raised for H4H 

 

How did this happen…….. Rob gets 

the medal and certificate for all our 

hard work….. he set up the fund 

raising page so gets ALL the credit 

LOL 

He says he deserves it for putting up 

with us for two weeks 

I would like to thank Mick on behalf of 

the all members who read this 

Newsletter for sharing his LEJOG 

Cycle Ride and, congratulate him and 

the team on their wonderful 

achievement on raising £7,740.00 for 

H4H. 

 



MY FIRST CENTOTAPH 

PARADE 

 I have often watched the 

Remembrance Sunday Parade on T.V. 

and thought I'd like to take part before I 

got (or felt) too old.  

I did some computer research and 

everyone from various factions of the 

RAMC & Association was very co-

operative and even if they couldn't help 

me, put me onto someone else who 

would be able to.  

Eventually I contacted Mick McCran 

(who was very helpful) and others, 

who told me that there were only about 

10 places left, but I tried anyway and 

was promised that a ticket would be 

sent to me.  

When I felt that "they" had forgotten 

me and "that Sunday" seemed to be 

getting dangerously imminent I phoned 

again at 9am one morning and was 

assured that my application was 'in 

hand'.  About an hour later the post 

brought my blue numbered Royal 

British Legion ticket with formation info 

and I felt guilty for chasing them! 

I was told that the Essex contingent of 

the RAMC Association said they would 

be getting into their designated taxi at 

Charing Cross station.  Should I try to 

join them?  But I decided if it went 

wrong I'd have a long walk to the 

parade.  

On Sunday the 8th of November a 

catalogue of things delayed my 

departure and a late, slow bus journey 

to Hammersmith; I panicked and got a 

taxi (even though I have a FREEdom 

pass!).  Understandable road closures 

meant that I still had quite a way to 

walk from the taxi to Horse Guards 

Parade.  I did not get there until 10 

minutes after the instructed assembly 

time and I still had to locate the RAMC 

marchers at Column B, which was 

NOT visible in my expected second 

from the start of any column!  I was 

definitely fearing my lateness would 

mean that I'd be like a collie, frantically 

searching the whole sheep dog trial for 

the flock he's supposed to be 

shepherding!  

Once I had found the RAMC group, I 

felt that I could relax a bit but not 

enough to take any photos (which my 

ticket said were forbidden anyway).  

 

Brig (Ret’d) Barry Smith;Bob Jordan;Dave Seaman; 

Ace Whittick; Kev Nolan; Steve Wood; Karl Moore; 

Tony Johnson: Russell Shaffrey; Peter Dransfield; 

Ian Urwin; Chris Evans; Ian Hooper 

The impressions came so thick and 

fast that I could not sequence them at 

all and I was certainly too enthralled to 

take any photos!  

First to go through the arch were about 

40 British Limbless Ex Service men 

(BLESMA) in their perfect formation on 

their uniform red mobility scooters.  



Comparatively few (considering the 

huge numbers formed up on Horse 

Guards Parade) followed them and 

then our group processed through the 

arch.  So the "B Column" was about 

accurate after all.  

We were told to stay bunched tightly 

together (slightly hampered by a 

wheelchair man with a large very 

strong wheelchair pusher) in our lines 

of 6 to our right of a white line on 

Whitehall Road.  We sort of ground to 

a halt about 50 yards the London side 

of a Whitehall statue in black marble of 

several "people" in military clothes but 

whose trousers had no feet protruding 

from them!  This was the Women At 

War statue.  

I noticed that among those passing us 

on the other side of the white line, i.e. 

in the centre of Whitehall, were a fair 

group of Field Auxiliary Yeomanry 

Nursing Service (FANYS) of various 

ages.  I was surprised to see males in 

Queen Alexandra Royal Army Nursing 

Corps (QARANC) grey berets and 

females in RAMC berets.  

There were hundreds of marching 

musicians beautifully turned out with 

well bulled boots etc.  I don't know how 

they could read their music, many with 

stem like support things like "selfie 

sticks" and still march so precisely and 

in perfect unison.  

It was very humbling to have 

spectators giving continuous applause 

as we all marched passed.  I didn't feel 

I had contributed enough to merit this 

personally.  It was reassuring to notice 

the snipers on many rooftops to 

protect us.  

As well as the use of cameras being 

banned, according to the instructions 

on the blue ticket, "drinking whilst on 

parade was not permitted" but a few 

hip flasks to keep out the cold were in 

evidence during the waiting period 

(never mind that mountaineers and 

explorers know is contra-indicated in 

cold conditions).  

From the position we stopped at, we 

were lucky enough to be able to see 

clearly on a giant T.V. screen showing 

the Cenotaph ceremony itself and 

flashing to other backgrounds, giving a 

balanced view of the whole event.  

The Remembrance Service proper got 

off with the bands sometimes 

individually and sometimes collectively 

playing Rule Britannia; Hearts of Oak; 

Minstrel Boy; The Skye Boat Song; 

Isle of Beauty; Flowers of the Forest; 

Nimrod the Hunter; Dido the Lament.   

At about 10.45am the Queen and the 

Royal Party (not Prince Charles whose 

duties had taken him to New Zealand); 

leading politicians; 46 ambassadors of 

the Commonwealth; representatives of 

14 different religions and different war 

time allies including Malta (the only 

country to be awarded a George 

Cross) assembled in front of the 

Cenotaph (currently devoid of any 

wreaths).  At 2 minutes to the 11th 

hour the guns that started and ended 

the silence were anything but silent, 

frightening pigeons to fly into the air 

from the local area.  

After the 2 minute silence and the Last 

Post, the Queen, who had stood as 

rigidly as any young soldier could, laid 

her wreath.  She was followed by the 



King of the Netherlands; Prince Philip; 

3 Princes and a Princess Royal; the 

Prime Minister; Jeremy Corbyn (whose 

bow was almost imperceptible, as if he 

was embarrassed by bowing at all) 

and past Prime Ministers. 

 The Bishop of London led the singing 

of the hymn “Oh God Our Help in Ages 

Past” and the prayer beginning "teach 

us good Lord to serve thee as thou 

deservest", followed by the “Lord's 

Prayer.”  Then we all sang “God Save 

the Queen.”  

The Royal Family then left Whitehall, 

followed by the clergy and the choir, 

then the politicians (including the 

Defence Secretary Michael Fallon) and 

Boris Johnson.  

After that the bands played Trumpet 

Voluntary as other parts of the 

marchers filed past the Cenotaph.  

At about 11.30am, after the ceremony 

and the laying of a big carpet of green 

and red wreaths, the main march had 

filed past and along Whitehall to Big 

Ben.  

I felt strangely privileged to march 

round Parliament Square in the 

opposite direction from the way I have 

driven so many times!  Still to the 

background of continuous clapping.  

As we approached the first part of 

Horse Guards Parade, it was 

surprising to see Jeremy Corbyn 

standing there reviewing us or bonding 

with us.  He had obviously already 

been there for some time and 

remained there after we had gone.  

We passed on the right Prince William, 

who stood resolutely taking our salutes 

- all ten and a half thousand of us. 

 

 

 

We settled on the square in our 

various groups, some deciding to go 

the local pubs, others to brave the 

closed streets to go home.  Not only 

were Naval, Military, Airforce and 

dignitaries there but also Fire, Police, 

Ambulance, Prison staff etc.  I found 

the whole day's events very moving 

and intend to do again next year.  

Peter Dransfield  - RAMC from 60-65 

Woolwich; Millbank; 24 Field 

Ambulance; Kenya and Aden (where I 

was de-mobbed) 



Thank you very much Peter for sharing 

your experience with us. 

 

A VISIT TO THE HIMALAYAS 

IN NEPAL 

AN ILLUSTRATED DIARY BY BRIAN 

TENNUCI 

Most of us who have spent some time 

in the armed forces have served 

alongside and admired our comrades 

within the Brigade of Gurkhas. It has 

been a long standing ‘bucket list’ 

dream of mine to visit their native land 

in Nepal. I recently decided that at the 

age of 68, my boot is getting closer to 

the bucket and that I’d better get on 

with it before the two connected. 

In October 2015, I had the good 

fortune to be part of a group of six to 

carry out an expedition to the Mustang 

region of the Nepalese Himalayas. We 

were led throughout by two Nepalese 

guides, Bikh Maghar and his nephew 

Nir (pronounced Beck and Near) 

 

Bikh and Nir 

I was accompanied by two ex-sergeant 

majors from the Royal Engineers (Les 

Hunt and John Mursell) a former 

Police Inspector from Southampton 

(Chris Kirby) and a married couple, 

also from Southampton (Mike and 

Marlene Letheren). Apart from Marlene 

and me, all the others had been on 

many previous expeditions, including 

Nepal. 

 

 

Myself, Les, Chris, Marlene, Mike and 

John 

We chose to explore the Mustang 

Region, starting at Jomson and 

trekking north through to Lo Manthang 

in Upper Mustang, just 20km (12 

miles) south of the Tibet border. The 

total distance, there and back, was 65 

miles climbing from 2720 mtrs in 

Jomson to 3800 mtrs in Lo Manthang. 

We reached up to 4100 mtrs (13,450 

ft) on 4 summits, en route. We took 10 

days to complete the trip, with a one 

day break, at the turn around point, in 

Lo Manthang. 

The Mustang region is northwest 

central in Nepal – See map below. We 

arrived in Kathmandu on the evening 

of 31st September 2015 and taken by 

minibus to our hotel. I noticed that all 

vehicles here had right hand drive 

steering wheels so assumed we would 

be keeping to the left, in traffic, so I 



was somewhat surprised to notice that 

all vehicles just kept constant pressure 

on their horns and moved into any 

space that became available! The 

other notable factor was the level of 

stifling pollution that prevailed in this 

busy, vibrant city. We spent the next 

day doing a whistle tour of the city and 

making last minute preparations, after 

meeting up with Bikh, our senior guide. 

 

 

Outline Route Plan 

(Ignore place names between Kagbeni 

& Lo Manthang) 

On 2nd October, we drove 200km from 

Kathmandu (KTM) to Pokhara; see 

diagram above (not to scale). This took 

eight hours and was a bone shaker. 

Our plan was to take a domestic flight 

from Pokhara to the Lower Mustang 

town of Jomson; from where our 

expedition would start.  

In Durbar Square, Kathmandu, we had 

seen a lot of the damage caused by 

the two earthquakes that had occurred 

on the 25 April and 12 May, measuring 

7.8 and 7.3 on the Richter scale. On 

route to Pokhara we witnessed further 

damage caused by these terrible 

disasters that had killed over 9,000 

and injured more than 25,000 others. 

As we left the city and drove through 

the countryside, we were relieved to 

find that the air was less polluted and 

replaced by mountain scenery and 

rivers.  

We arrived in Pokhara at 3:00pm and 

booked into the luxurious Barahi Hotel. 

It even had a swimming pool. This was 

to be our last night of comparative 

luxury prior to embarking on the trip 

itself. During dinner a local group 

entertained us with some typical 

Nepalese music and dancing. 

The next morning – 3rd October, after 

a good breakfast we left the hotel for 

Pokhara airport. We took off at 8:30am 

and enjoyed a spectacular 20 minute 

flight, flying between Annapurna and 

Dhaulagiri above the Kali Kandaki 

Gorge and other deep passes in the 

Himalayas. The aircraft was a DHC-6 

Twin Otter, designed to carry three 

crew and 19 passengers.                                                           

Departing Pokhara 



Arriving Jomson 
 

Landing at Jomson was a hairy affair. 

As the aircraft descended, it flew close 

to the mountains on the starboard 

side, prior to suddenly banking to port 

and then levelling out on to the rough 

airstrip. A very skilful operation and a 

very effective laxative!  

Jomson is a starting and finishing point 

for many popular treks due to its ideal 

position in the Himalayan range and 

the fact that it has an airstrip. The 

Nepalese Army Mountaineering 

School is located here in the Lower 

Mustang region. Jomson is situated at 

the southern part of the Kali Gandaki 

River at a height of 2720 mtrs (8925ft). 

After a lemon tea, we met our 

assistant guide and Bikh’s nephew Nir. 

We were also introduced to our three 

porters who would each carry two of 

our bags. Each porter was contracted 

to carry a total of 30kgs which meant 

we could give them 15kg each. 

However they were in luck! The 

domestic flights had only permitted us 

to carry 10kgs so each porter ended 

up with 20kgs – Bonus for them! – But 

still a heavy load as this translates to 

about 44lbs in old money. Meanwhile, 

we carried our own day sacks with 

whatever was needed for the day eg 

water, protective clothing, snacks, sun 

screen and anything else necessary 

for a day’s travel. These weighed 

about 5kg each. 

At 10:40am, we set out from Jomson 

on our first leg to Kagbeni. We 

travelled in a north easterly direction 

on the eastern side of the Kali Gandaki 

River.                                                

At 1:00pm we stopped for a break in 

the village of Elke Bhatti for a light 

lunch. We then continued to Kagbeni, 

arriving at our tea house home for the 

night at 2:30pm, a total trekking time of 

just under four hours. A relatively easy 

beginning as we had only gained 

100mtrs in height. 

After a wash, Bikh led us on a tour of 

this charming and beautiful village, 

which is also the gateway to many 

Himalayan treks and the official entry 

point to the Mustang region. This 

village is located beside the Kali 

Gandaki River which forms the 

deepest ravine in the world. The 

village has a strong Tibetan influence 

and we visited the Kag Chode Thupten 

Samphel Monastery, built in 1429. As 

with most Nepalese Buddhist 

monasteries this one had an integrated 

school for the young monks, who join 

as young as 4 years of age and are 

usually the second son of a family. It 

was a fascinating experience and I 

was very impressed with the 

friendliness and welcome that was 

extended to us whilst being shown 

around, by a young monk who was in 

his early 20s. 

 

 

 



 

Approaching Kagbeni 

 

Les & Buddhist Monk                                                  

Kagbeni Monastery 

 

 

Kagbeni - Roof Maintenance 

Each evening of the trek we had a 

group meeting, primarily to give our 

preferences for both our evening meal, 

which we always chose to have at 

7:30pm and for breakfast the next 

morning. All meals were cooked to 

order to avoid waste. We also received 

briefings from Bikh on the next day’s 

activities and advised on appropriate 

items to take in our day sacks. 

Most evenings I chose to eat the 

staple diet of Nepal, daal baht, literally 

lentil soup and rice. It included curried 

vegetables and sometimes achar 

(pickles) and chapatti (unleavened 

Indian bread). To eat this meal the 

local way, you should pour the soup 

onto the rice, mix it into balls with your 

fingers, add a pinch of pickle and 

vegetables and shovel it into your 

mouth with your right hand. I 

discovered that if you choose to eat 

daal bhat, your plate continues to be 

replenished until you leave some on it. 

I opted to use a fork rather than adopt 

the roll around the bowl technique. 

It is probably worth mentioning here 

that most Hindu Nepalis are 

vegetarians; some out of choice and 

some out of necessity. Meat is a 

scarce commodity and if available, 

would normally be mutton, goat or 

fowl. Cows are sacred to Hindus and 

are never eaten.  

Yaks, on the other hand are fair game 

and during our earlier tour of Kagbeni 

with Bikh, we stumbled upon an 

establishment called YAC DONALDS. 



YAC Donalds 

                           

                     Tea House Beds 

After the evening meal, we all found 

that the sudden rise in altitude since 

arriving in Jomson, combined with our 

first day trekking and a hearty meal 

had made us tired and we decided to 

retire to our beds at 10:00pm. Tea 

house rooms are basic and each night, 

I shared one with Les. The beds are 

solid wooden affairs, usually covered 

with a blanket. The ones illustrated 

above were typical and were located in 

Geling (where we stayed on our third 

night). You are sheltered from the 

outside elements and providing you 

have a good sleeping bag (I had a 

Season 3 with liner) a reasonable 

night’s sleep was achievable, despite 

night temperatures of below 0 ºC. 

We arose at 6:00am the following day 

(4 October) for a 6:30am breakfast. 

Bikh had warned us that we had a long 

day ahead of us and he wanted to get 

on the trail by 0700hrs. Kagbeni is the 

official entry point into Upper Mustang 

and first we had to collect our permits, 

which had been pre-arranged through 

our travel company, at a cost of 

US$500 each person. The permit is for 

10 days, so the pressure is on to get to 

your destination and return within this 

period.   Foreign visitors have only 

been permitted to enter the region 

since 1992 as travel to Upper Mustang 

is regulated. Most tourists travel by 

foot over largely the same trade routes 

used since the 15th century. 

Approximately 3,000 western trekkers 

now visit each year. August and 

October are the peak visiting months. 

Mustang draws influences from Tibet 

as well as Nepal. It is rich in Buddhist 

culture, similar to the area of the Tibet 

Autonomous Region of the People's 

Republic of China and is an alternate 

way to experience the Tibetan culture 

and landscape, within Nepal.    

The main attractions of Mustang are 

antique Tibetan style villages, rare 

medieval Buddhist arts, the exotic 

culture and the unique beauty of this 

Himalayan desert region. So little has 

changed here in the last 500 years but 

modern development is imminent and 

we wished to experience the culture 

before this occurred. The medieval 

settlements of Upper Mustang and its 

capital Lo Manthang lie high in the 

remote Himalayan desert, behind the 

Dhaulagiri and Annapurna mountains. 

It is as though someone decided to lift 

a complete desert and place it within 



the north central Himalayan range. 

The temperature during the day 

proved to be very hot and dry. By 

11am daily, dusty winds would 

regularly appear and by night, 

temperatures dropped quite 

dramatically. All of this and the altitude 

as well. Such joy! 

After obtaining our permits, we set off 

at 8am, heading in a northerly direction 

along the east bank of the Kali 

Kandaki River. Our first stage of the 

day would take us to the village of 

Tangbe. 

 

Looking back on Kagbeni  

 

Approaching Tangbe 

We soon started to climb quite steeply 

and traversed across a number of 

gullies. We paused to look back 

towards Kagbeni and admired the dry 

cliffs and eroded turrets. We pressed 

on and arrived at Tangbe at 10:00am. 

After a short break and a hot lemon 

drink in a tea house, we embarked on 

the second leg. From here the path 

continued as a steep climb, with views 

dominated by multi-coloured cliffs 

before descending into the village of 

Chusang. En route, we greeted some 

local horse riders. Amazingly, one of 

them turned out to be another uncle of 

our young guide, Nir. This surprised us 

as both Nir and Bikh hail from the 

Everest region which was some 

distance to the east of where we were. 

 

Heading for Chusang 

We marvelled at the constantly 

changing landscape and in particular, 

the shapes of some of the rocks 

caused by wind erosion. We arrived at 

Chusang at 11:35am and then had 

lunch here. Surprisingly, we 

discovered that most tea houses could 



produce a wide range of food which 

often included various non-meat 

curries, Nepalese style pizzas, 

omelettes, different rice dishes and 

even chips! I played it safe with a bowl 

of vegetarian fried rice.  

 

bowl of vegetarian fried rice 

We departed at 12:35 for the third leg 

of the day towards Chele. We crossed 

the Kali Kandaki river on to the west 

bank, using a steel bridge, close to 

where this river struggles to find a way 

through a narrow defile. 

Crossing the river    

 

Approaching Chele 

From here it was a relatively short but 

very steep climb to Chele, where we 

had a short break and a brew in a local 

tea house. However, we had now risen 

above 3000mtrs. We were all 

beginning to find it hard going. I 

regretted abandoning the swimming 

pool in Pokhara!  We met a few goat 

herders on the way and it is generally 

understood that in this situation, you 

should keep perfectly still to avoid 

spooking the goats and causing them 

to slip down the mountain. It took us 

another two and a half hours from here 

to reach our final destination for the 

day, Samar. It was 4:30pm.It had 

taken us nine hours. We were now at 

3600mtrs (11,800ft) and I felt 

thoroughly trashed. 

 

                    Fresh rations   

 

On route to Samar 



 

 

Nearly there! 

We had our usual evening meeting 

with Bikh and Nir to order food and be 

briefed on the route for the following 

day. Bikh warned us that we would 

have another early start and to expect 

another arduous day. We were also 

able to take a morale boosting, 

lukewarm shower, followed by the 

evening meal. I had a vegetable curry 

(more like a spicy vegetable soup with 

rice) followed by a sort of apple fritter 

Before retiring, Mike told me he was 

having a bit of trouble with a tooth. On 

examination, he appeared to have 

developed an abscess. Fortunately, 

we had some Amoxicillin capsules and 

I advised him to use a mouth rinse of 

warm saline at every available 

opportunity. He prepared a separate 

water bottle, for this purpose. 

Everyone was in their sleeping bags 

by 9:00pm and nobody needed any 

rocking to get to sleep. 

We arose at 06:00am on Monday 5th 

October, for a 06:30 breakfast. I chose 

boiled eggs and Tibetan bread with 

honey. We had also been advised to 

avoid shaving as this could make the 

skin on our faces more vulnerable to 

the dusty, dry winds.  

We set off on our first stage at 

07:15am and discovered that, as with 

each subsequent day, it would always 

start with a steep climb. The reason for 

this was to follow the rule 'Trek high 

and sleep low', to avoid altitude 

sickness, by ensuring that you spent 

the night at a lower height than you 

had been ok with, during the day. This 

made good sense but meant that we 

would always commence each day 

with a stiff ascent, to regain lost height. 

Another fact is that most of the villages 

were situated in the bottom of valleys, 

usually near streams or rivers, and 

were similar to an oasis in the desert 

and miles from anywhere else. We 

were beginning to appreciate, more 

and more the value of Bikh and Nir 

who seemed to know every inch of the 

route without a map, compass or GPS 

device. They also knew when to vary it 

and 'go off piste' with a steep climb 

from a lower path to a higher one in 

order to save a bit of time.  

After an hour or so, I looked back and 

was pleasantly surprised at the 

progress we had made and yet again 

marvelled at the stunning views and 

shapes of the rocks below us. 



My favourite breakfast     

Looking back towards Samar 

We continued to climb and descend 

through various passes. The heat, an 

extra 12 pounds on our backs and the 

altitude were all contributing towards 

an increase in effort required to 

progress along the trail. I had carried 

out nine months of training in 

preparation for this event but none of it 

had prepared me for the 'oxygen' 

stealing effect that accompanies 

physical exertion at altitude. As we 

continued, we came across some 

towering rock formations. Bikh climbed 

up one, so John and I decided to go up 

with him. We left our day sacks with 

the others and climbed up to join him. 

It was an exhilarating moment and 

made us feel, literally as if we were on 

top of the world, with such stunning 

views to be seen all around us.                       

               

 

En route to Chungsi Cave 

On top of the world 

Our first planned stop was to be the 

Chungsi cave, located above the 

Syanboche River and one of the 

sacred monasteries in Upper Mustang. 

It is a very special and spiritual place 

and pilgrims come here to meditate 

and pay tribute to the various buddhas. 

We arrived at the river below the site 

of the cave at 10:30am and had a 

quick snack. We left our day sacks on 

a large rock and then began the steep 

climb up to the cave. On arrival, a 

monk greeted us and led us as we 

crawled across and around a labyrinth 

of rocky passages which were in 

complete darkness, set right into the 

mountainside. Fortunately, Bikh had 

warned us to pack head torches into 

our day sacks and the whole 

atmosphere within the cave was 

surreal and fascinating, with many 

images of the buddhas and other 



religious symbols, together with the 

omnipresent prayer flags. 

Riverside snack  

Les at cave entrance 

Entering the cave 

Buddha image inside cave 

 We left the cave at 11:30; next stop 

Syanboche, where we briefly stopped 

for a brew at 1:30pm. We then set out 

on our final leg of the day; destination 

Geling. We often ascended and then 

discovered we had to lose the height 

gained, by descending, in order to 

maintain our direction of travel. We 

sometimes found that our heads were 

almost literally in the clouds, as we 

almost touched 4000 metres on some 

summits. We eventually commenced 

the descent down to Geling, so as to 

maintain the ‘trek high – sleep low’ 

principle. 

Les & I – Heads in the clouds  

Descending into Geling 



 

Arriving in Geling  

 

Washing facilities – Pure luxury! 

We arrived in Geling at 3pm and it had 

been another exhausting but 

invigorating day. We never ceased to 

wonder at the ever changing, scenery 

and the friendly welcome that was 

always extended to us strangers. We 

were greeted with the usual ‘Namaste’ 

by some locals, who were going about 

their business, tending their animals 

and farming the land. ‘Namaste’ 

(pronounced ‘Namastay’). is literally 

translated as ‘I salute the god in you’ 

but it is used as an everyday greeting 

that encompasses everything from 

‘Hello’ to ‘How are you?’ and even 

‘See you again soon’. It should be 

accompanied by the hands held in a 

prayer like position; the Nepali gesture, 

equivalent to westerners shaking 

hands. 

We off-loaded our day sacks in the tea 

room, had a brew and asked where we 

could wash some clothes. We were 

directed to a small stream around the 

corner, which proved to be just the 

ticket for our needs. When testing the 

temperature of the water, however, the 

expression ‘brass monkeys’, came to 

mind! 

We had our usual briefing at 5pm, ate 

dinner at 7:30 (potato curry & rice for 

me) and flopped into our sleeping bags 

by 10pm. 

On Tuesday 6th October we set out at 

07:00am and climbed steeply, heading 

due north, towards Ghemi. By 08:45, 

we had reached 4010 metres (3156 ft) 

as we continued along the Nyi La 

Pass. This is one of the highest points 

in Mustang, with a magnificent 

landscape of the blue, grey and red 

colours of the surrounding mountains 

and Himalayan views of Annapurna 

and Nilgiri. 

Leaving Geling 



View from Nyi La 

After refuelling with water and eating 

one of Bikh’s apples, which he always 

seemed to produce miraculously from 

the atmosphere, we started our 

descent into Ghemi, where we planned 

to have lunch. This proved to be a long 

climb down and alarmingly steep. 

Arriving at Ghemi at 10:20am, we 

discovered that we had descended 

down to 3520 metres. All that pain – 

and no gain 

I decided to give the traditional rice 

style lunch a miss and ate some 

oatcakes instead, as I realised we still 

had a fair slog ahead of us. We left 

Ghemi at 11:30 and descended for a 

short distance, passing three chortens 

on the way. A chorten is a Buddhist 

shrine, usually a saint’s tomb or a 

monument to the Buddha and is 

typically Tibetan. The Hindis have 

similar shrines and these are known as 

Stupas. 

We continued down the track and 

crossed a shallow but fast running 

river, over a short bridge. 

A typical Chorten    

 

Leaving Ghemi 

Crossing the river, due north east, we 

commenced a very steep climb, 

eventually reaching a summit that 

brought us to the longest mani wall in 

Mustang. 

Chris crossing the Ghemi gully 



Longest mani wall in Mustang 

A mani wall is made of local stone, 

resembling tablets, carved out of the 

sides of the Himalayan rocks. They are 

usually decked with colourful prayer 

flags. Some have a series of drum-like 

‘prayer wheels’ which you spin as you 

pass them and this releases prayers to 

Buddha. These walls should always be 

passed, or circumvented from the left 

side; the clockwise direction in which 

the earth and the universe revolve, 

according to the Buddhist doctrine. 

We were now on the final leg of the 

day, heading for Tsarang. The 

breathless scenery continued to 

dominate. We often used this as an 

excuse to pause, take photographs 

and suck some air into our lungs. 

Les chillin’   

 

 

Entering Tsarang by the Chorten 

Gate 

We eventually arrived at Tsarang at 

3:20pm and entered it from the 

southern Chorten Gate. It had been 

another exhausting but satisfying day. 

Amazingly, our feet were all ok, 

nobody had any Nepal Belly issues 

and Mike also told me his abscess was 

clearing up nicely. We were becoming 

very excited as tomorrow, we would 

reach our ultimate goal and turn 

around point; Lo Manthang - the 

capital of Upper Mustang!  (To be 

continued) 

 

PEGASUS BRIDGE MEMORIAL 

FLIGHT 

I wrote an article in the November 

edition of the Newsletter which 

highlighted the work that Mike Colton, 

Secretary, Allied Special Forces 

Association (ASFA) at the National 

Memorial Arboretum was carrying out 

in relation to The Pegasus Bridge 

Memorial Flight.  The present situation 

is that the NMA Memorials Committee 

have given the go ahead for the 

memorial. With this in mind the ASFA 

can now commence with fund raising 

too many outside agencies as it has all 



been a little low key over the past 2 

years. 

The Pegasus Bridge Memorial Flight 

will commemorate the "Coup de Main" 

operation carried out by men of D & B 

Companies 2nd. Battalion Oxfordshire 

& Buckinghamshire Light Infantry (Ox 

& Bucks) who were air landed by 

Horsa Glider after being released from 

Halifax tug aircraft belonging to 298 

and 644 Squadron RAF just after 

midnight on D-Day 6th June 1944. 

They were landed beside the bridges 

by soldiers of the Glider Pilot Regiment 

and supported by Royal Engineers, 

Royal Army Medical Corps & 7th 

Battalion Parachute Regiment (7 

Para). 

At 26 minutes past midnight the 

bridges over the Orne River and Caen 

Canal were secured and the message 

'Ham & Jam' was sent to Combined 

Operations HQ. This daring operation 

protected the left flank of the main D-

Day invasion forces as they went 

ashore on the beaches of Normandy. 

Soon afterwards hundreds of soldiers 

of 7 Para were dropped to reinforce 

the Ox & Bucks and then Lord Lovats 

Commandos joined them after landing 

from the sea. 

The "Coup de Main" was led by Major 

John Howard who had trained his 

troops for over 2 years for this one 

most important mission named 

"Operation Deadstick". 

 

 

It is the intention of the Allied Special 

Forces Association at the National 

Memorial Arboretum  to honour those 

who were cut loose in complete 

darkness to crash land behind enemy 

lines and attack a defended target with 

minimal loss of life and then to defend 

the bridges against counter attack until 

reinforced or relieved. 

If you wish to make a donation to this 

very worthwhile cause, please visit the 

following link and make your donation. 

https://mydonate.bt.com/events/pegas

us/257190 

 

ABSENT BRETHERN 

Steve Church 
James (Jim) Brock-Mezciems 
 

 

RIP Gentlemen 

https://mydonate.bt.com/events/pegasus/257190
https://mydonate.bt.com/events/pegasus/257190

